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“Where An Excess of Power Prevails Property of No Sort
Is Duly Respected”
---President James Madison (1809-1817)
“It is said that power corrupts, but actually it’s more true that
power attracts the corruptible. The sane are usually attracted
by other things than power.”
---David Brin, consultant to National Aeronautics & Space
Administration.
"IF I HAD $5,000 IN GOLD I WOULD DEFY THE GOVERNMENT
TO COME AND GET IT."

Idaho Senator William Borah, known as “The Great Opposer”
(New York Times, April 29, 1933, page 4)
Texas! Cheated by funny money for years & years!
Sickeningly coming at her like English cavaliers;
Meddling demands by New York financiers!
Do you want to give your gold to racketeers?

“The Ecstasy of Gold” fantastic instrumental!
In regard to Texas owned gold in New York, specifically it’s
owned/managed by UTIMCO, the University of Texas
Investment Management Company, whose board has stated
the gold doesn’t have to be moved to Texas, but in any case,
they insist that the gold remain part of the COMEX system!
The Governor and the Legislature must oust any UTIMCO
board members demanding the gold remain linked to COMEX!
There are dancing, radioactive skeletons in this closet! The
UTIMCO gold isn’t the personal property of UTIMCO

management and directors. Its beneficiaries are supposed to
be the students, faculty and employees of the University of
Texas System. Instead, as fiduciary renegades, the UTIMCO
board insists on this gold being dedicated to COMEX gold price
suppression to enable the Federal Reserve to hold sway
longer!
Section 2116.022 of the bill prohibits leasing, swaps,
derivatives et al, and as the COMEX is heavy into all that
chicanery, UTIMCO management has set itself at insolent
defiance against the Legislature and the Governor! We will
detail this as we progress. The wrong hands must be slapped
away from the sluice box, so to speak, especially when a glory
hole is at stake. With the arrival of the Texas Bullion
Depository, the scene should become ripe for the widespread
use of gold clause contracts, a subject ignored in economics
texts penned by fiat currency clods (think “American
Economic Association” members). Gold clause contracts were
a way to sidestep being repaid in worthless currency as took
place with the Continental currency of the late 1700s--creditors even ran away from their debtors to avoid receiving
worthless, if legal, payment---

If the Texas State Legislature, which overwhelmingly passed
the Bullion Depository Act, really cared about setting
monetary matters right in America, they’d pass a resolution
and issue a public communiqué condemning in strongest
possible terms the concentrated COMEX gold and silver
shorts. At least they should do this after the gold is in the
Depository vaults. However; if the ingots aren’t recovered, all
hell should break loose with a loud boom! Texas should seize
all buildings and property in Texas owned by the megabanks
short precious metals. The COMEX shorts are denying Texans

their true net worth who are invested in gold, silver---and the
market capitalizations of mining concerns which produce
these metals are also withered, additionally cheating Texas
based shareholders of their actual net worth! If silver were
freely trading, share valuations would be many times higher,
and Texans owning shares would sell and open up new
businesses, enhancing the Texas Treasury!
Gold was hammered down recently, apparently due to actions
of Stanley Druckenmiller selling gold. Warren Buffet did the
same with silver years ago. Despite the wealth of men such as
these, they are hardly inner circle of the Money Power
(“Pilgrims Society”---we will develop this as we progress). In
1988 Druckenmiller married Fiona Biggs in an Episcopalian
(what else) ceremony. She was the niece of investor Barton
Biggs, a partner in the silver price suppressing Morgan Stanley
investment bank. Biggs brother Jeremy (another
Episcopalian---what else) was in The Pilgrims leaked 1980
roster and that detail wasn’t included in Jeremy’s obituary.
This group connects us to England and the Anglican Church,
called “Episcopalian” here. Rank and file aren’t involved!

One of the groups responding to this research on a pre-release
basis is Grass Roots America We the People PAC. I am grateful
to sources including Silver Investor, Daily Coin, Silver Market

News Online, SGT Report and others for assisting in coverage
of this public interest documentary. We are covering a major
move towards decentralization of power and resistance
against cartel control over money! At Wealth Daily site the
obvious was stated---

“This legislation, especially coming from a big state like Texas,
has to scare the Federal government and the central bankers
at the Federal Reserve.”
The Texas Tribune, October 30, 2015, noted--“Toronto-based Gold Money went so far as to argue in its
proposal that Texas “develop a legal strategy to defend its
constitutional monetary rights and obligations.”
For those lacking endurance to be better informed by reading
a more thorough presentation like this, you can read the
shorter summary released in October. No one becomes highly
informed by any teaspoon presentation; the reservoir of
information is here! I am providing a handbook of info on this

matter---a panorama of fascinating details--- and hope people
will use it to influence the State in better directions, and other
States.

President Trump must be notified by all mining share investors
that if he intends to build a border wall and make Mexico pay
for it, he must additionally place Mexico on notice to not
retaliate by seizing foreign owned mineral sites, nor increase
royalties, state or federal, nor ban export of concentrates,
dore, or refined metals. America has been a stress release
valve for Mexico for decades of easy immigration; Mexico
owes us much for this.

The Chicago Tribune, November 8, 2005, quoted Trump
declaring, “If someone screws you, screw them back 15 times
over!”
Concerned parties should message the Trump White House
and their national and state legislators that Trump must by no
means ever repeat the criminal actions of Franklin Roosevelt
in expropriating gold (Executive Order 6102) silver (Executive
Order 6814) from the public. Trump has said he likes the gold
standard; we shall see. N.Y. Times, August 10, 1934---

In this backdrop of events surrounding the Texas Bullion
Depository we have numerous rat’s rumps on the banana
split, so to speak. For one, there is the Western Currency
Plant in Tarrant County (Fort Worth) operated by the Bureau
of Engraving & Printing. This secured building of 750,000
square feet has 600 employees printing $164.7 billion in
Federal Reserve Notes (fiscal year 2016). A You Tube video I
planned to link suddenly went down, which hilariously
showed a junior high school teacher and students touring this
plant turning to tell them, “This is where our nation’s---wealth

comes from!” The Texas Almanac misguidedly calls it “the
money factory.” What passes for money on pallets is moved
by forklifts; meantime elsewhere in mining regions, actual
money---gold and silver---is spoken of by media and most of
government as mere metallic commodity for industry and
jewelry. How can people grasp that unbacked paper is
valueless? I prefer the analogy of car titles without vehicles to
correspond to the titles---

Paper currencies losing value like crazy!
More printing press money isn’t the key;
Gold & silver realities aren’t hazy,
Let Yellen become a detainee!
Dump her FRN’s in South China Sea!
“SOUND MONEY DOES NOT LEND ITSELF TO BILLIONS OF
DOLLARS VOMITED BY PRINTING PRESSES.” ------The
Philadelphia Inquirer quoted in the New York Times, October
24, 1933, page 2.

Employment for the currency plant workers is due to decline
due to the mounting pressure against the use of cash. Apex
moves of this nature come directly from the executive
committee of The Pilgrims Society New York branch.
One of the prominent Texans boosting the state gold bank
idea is Ben B. Boothe, Sr., publisher of Boothe Global
Perspectives said: “Throughout history, the areas and
institutions that control currency and precious metals
reserves, have an elevated influence and higher security
perception. Having gold stored in Texas, much of which will
be transferred from New York is a good thing for Texas” said
Boothe. "Another thought, with Saudi Arabia showing over
$80 billion in losses in 2015, we may see people from other
nations move their gold to Texas for security. No doubt it
could not be safer than in Texas."
At this link we notice--“Ben Boothe is noted for work as a bank founder, banker,
author of 7 books, and international consultant who has
worked to help reform and rebuild banking systems in
developing nations, particularly nations that have come out of
Communist or Socialist political systems into capitalism.
Boothe is an expert on the transition to a balanced economy
and has helped write banking laws for Mongolia and
Cambodia.”

It seems unlikely he could have worked with significant
countries without State Department approval.
On June 12, 2015, Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed into law
the H.B. 483 Texas Bullion Depository Act into law, providing
for a precious metals bank under the auspices of the State of
Texas. The bill, widely trumpeted in pro-freedom and progold sites, tragically contains some offensive flaws and
deficiencies as to important matters not addressed! The first
flaw is seen twice in section 2116.023 on the all-important
matter of “Confiscations, Requisitions, Seizures and Other
Actions Void” where we read these words in regard to
protection from confiscation or nationalization by Uncle Sam
of precious metals owned by depositors--“OTHER THAN AN AUTHORITY OF THIS STATE”
You don’t have to be an attorney to see what’s wrong. The
bill says the Federal government can’t swoop down and seize
the gold and/or silver or platinum group metals or diamonds,
jewelry, rare coins in safe deposit boxes, but the State of
Texas is reserving to itself the right to do just that! Since the
Texas Bullion Depository intends to be open to depositors
from other States and nations, it would be a severe blow to
the Depository’s reputation if Texas started seizing gold from

out of state residents. Depositors would do better buying
gold chains from a ridiculous ripoff price gouging clip joint like
“ex” Silver Users Association member Tiffany & Company and
immediately taking a severe haircut by selling to any of the
internet “We Buy Gold” sites! Additionally if the Depository
started seizing, or allowing other Texas State agencies to seize
gold owned by residents, it would create a tendency to make
Texans owning gold who haven’t become depositors to stay
away, and discourage persons and businesses out of state
from coming in. If a State government, county or city
tyrannically steals your property, are you any better off than if
the Federal government slits your financial throat? Confront
this question; don’t rationalize! The question will persist as
long as the underlying problem persists! Some reprobate
legislator reading this is snickering at it and thinking, “Well,
we’ll give the confiscated some old Texas Redback paper
currency issued in 1839 by Governor Mirabeau B. Lamar!”
Can’t the people of Texas get better representation than this?
Banknotes issued by many sources during the “free banking
period” (1837 to 1864) were called “shinplasters” and usually
had no convertibility into gold or silver by the issuers---

Absolute failure, paper money’s final blow!
Middle class picked clean by a carrion crow!
100% impoverished from head to toe!
A measure of nothing for a ratio!
Fiat money has no golden glow!
Geoffrey Pike of Wealth Daily cautioned--“If you are an individual gold investor, I would not
recommend that you turn your gold over to the Texas state
government. Again, it is better than Washington, D.C., but it is
still a state power. The Texas state government is still a

government, and a big one at that. The people of the state
tend to be more oriented towards liberty than much of the
rest of the country, so this tends to keep the government
there more in check. But the Texas state government is still
filled with politicians who are more than happy to wield
power over others. While I don’t think you should trust the
institution enough to turn over your gold to the Texas state
government, this legislation is overall a positive thing because
it affirms states’ rights and puts Washington, D.C. on notice.”
When procedures for radial keratotomy and later, laser vision
improvements came out to enable people to abandon
eyeglasses and contact lenses, the smart folks held back for
several years so public feedback could build up---they let
others plunge in first as guinea pigs taking the risks.
Sure; deposit your precious metals in the Texas Bullion
Depository AFTER the reforms in this handbook/encyclopedia
on the subject---are implemented!

Texas has a very poor rating in civil asset forfeiture by the
Institute for Justice. Oklahoma State Senator Kyle Loveless is
campaigning for his legislation called the “Personal Asset
Protection Act” which would shield Oklahomans from being
deprived of possessions without due process; meaning, a
criminal conviction must be obtained in court before
authorities can deprive citizens of their hard earned personal
property---of their life’s savings! The burden of proof must at
all times be on the accuser and requiring the accused to prove
innocence on mere stated suspicion and accusation on the
part of persons who stand to gain from forfeitures is a serious
revival of the old witch hunts and philosophically is an act of
dumping sewage onto the Founding Fathers graves! If all the
accuser has to assert is that he has a suspicion, it inevitably
follows like foul odors from the aforementioned sewage that

the accuser will rapidly become very suspicious of all
citizens/voters/taxpayers within view! The public is merely
low hanging fruit to be taken at will by power trippers!

http://www.okerad.com/
Oklahoma recently became notorious for the deployment of
ERAD (Electronic Recovery Access to Data) machines with
highway patrol units. See at minute 11:50 of the previous
hyperlink! Oklahoma Governor Mary Fallin issued a
temporary suspension on their use; however, she cannot be
blindly trusted and the spotlight must be on her actions 24/7.
It’s highly likely that news of these card readers seriously
harmed tourism in Oklahoma---why enter a state where you
can be legally robbed? How many innocent parties have had
to declare bankruptcy due to such actions? If suicide on the
part of the robbed follows, the authorities will merely deem
him or her a “scofflaw.” We are being dragged back towards
medievalism! What’s next, breaking bones on the wheel?
Texas has a $500 fine for stealing a pack of chewing gum, yet
authorities place a bogus sacrosanct aura around the dirty

deed of grand larceny when its “sworn representatives” steal
boundlessly more! If the reader wishes to have the best grasp
of this presentation, it’s necessary to visit the hyperlinks.
Oklahoma has Kyle Loveless, who do Texans have? Kentucky
Senator Rand Paul is fighting this hideous situation on Capitol
Hill. Yes! Republicans are more likely to be reasonable about
this. If The Hilarious Rotten (Rodham) Illuminated One wins,
the Dark Ages return within weeks! It’s likely that Oklahoma
motels, restaurants, gas stations and tourist attractions have
already lost millions due to this blow turning the state’s travel
reputation into garbage! It may have prompted Oklahomans
to exit the state and motivated others to cancel plans to move
there. You cannot treat people so badly without
repercussions!
According to this, Hillary Clinton has worked with ERAD Group
to develop this thieving technology which will
disproportionately affect lower class persons. Oklahoma
Watch, an investigative organization, states the head of ERAD
Group hasn’t responded to their inquiries.

Found at http://www.tulsatoday.com/2016/
To have the Texas Bullion Depository open for business in
2017 in this environment of extremely fragile, unprotected
private property rights is to hinder its potential to attract gold,
silver, platinum, palladium, rhodium or even copper ingots,
though copper is currently distant from monetary affairs. Yes;
we actually did have for generations, a tri-metallic monetary
system, with the last copper cents being phased out in 1982.
The depository may also have a safe deposit box section
where clients will be encouraged to store valuable items such
as diamonds and rare numismatic coins. Again we have
section 2116.023 to view in a most dubious light! Why should
any depositors come in absent 100% legal protection? Texas
legislators, do the right thing that the Founding Fathers of
America, and the Founding Fathers of Texas including Sam

Houston, Stephen F. Austin and William Barret Travis would
insist on---respect all private property 100% and touch none of
it absent a felony conviction! Sam Houston (1793-1863) was
profiled in “Texas President Sam Houston and Silver” released
in December 2010. In Houston’s time, tracing back to his long
association with his brilliant mentor Andrew Jackson, the term
“coin patriots” referring to gold and silver existed and was in
use to describe hard money men such as Jackson and
Houston. The Century Magazine, August 1884, page 495
article titled “General Sam Houston” said that Houston was
“always sensitive to money obligations.” Houston and
Jackson evidently both had Divine protection, as an assassin
tried to shoot Jackson in 1835 and brought two pistols; both
misfired! Houston was attempted to be shot in 1832 by a
Congressional adversary of Andrew Jackson; the gun misfired!
In all seriousness comparing the spiritual and philosophical
stature of any current Texas politician to that of Sam Houston,
would be to leave the current individual in a boundlessly
overshadowed status in all aspects---fiduciary and militarily
included! A 67 foot tall monument to Houston stands at
Huntsville Texas! Sam famously advised, “Do right and risk
the consequences”---

Private property rights, and the recognition thereof by Texas
State law, must be restored in order to achieve maximum
public and business confidence in the Texas Bullion
Depository. That would constitute remedy for the defect seen
in the wildly disconcerting language “other than an authority
of this state,” and the bill doesn’t specify any need for
criminal felony conviction in order that depositors could
receive a certified letter that their gold has been converted to
State ownership because some malevolent hick cop in a three
skunk town like Tenaha Texas wanted to act like a burglar and
filch it. These awful incidents have been so severe that even

national media have been forced to provide coverage. Along
those lines, as someone who looks askance (“Affluenza”) at
the psychological occupation (“our degrees give us immunity
from mental illness” is always implied), regardless it does
appear that persons capable under color of law of becoming a
menace to law abiding citizens should be required to attend a
psychological evaluation including review of their actions as
often as cars are required to pass state inspection. Will the
State Legislature and the Office of the Governor, having acted
to create a gold depository, also act to slap the hands of “law
enforcers” away from private property rights of Texas
residents to own precious metals? Can anyone literally be a
hapless cookie jar to be raided at whim, to have their lawfully
earned possessions purloined? It is not attributable to citizens
that precious metals, like cash, have a characteristic of nontraceability. Throwing the net over everyone because a few
cheat the system is just an excuse to allow unlimited greed on
the part of beneficiaries of state sanctioned thefts. Check out
this scene with former Arkansas Governor Mike Huckabee and
Judge Andrew Napolitano at 6:57 to 8:30 at
https://www.youtube.com/ Guess what! The lieutenant
governor of Arkansas during Huckabee’s terms (1996-2007)
was Winthrop Paul Rockefeller, billionaire representative of
two leading families back of the Federal Reserve! I can’t say

anything good about the Rockefellers, yet I haven’t noticed
Huckabee saying much I dislike.

Texas residents! Shut off the TV football games, step back
from the beer, shut off the professional wrestling, shut off
Doctor Oz and take some moments to tell your legislators to
make the changes you want or you’ll have to vote for other
contenders. Stop living vicariously through celebrities and pro
athletes and face reality---it’s brewing big time in Austin!
Take down the pirate flag of civil asset forfeiture from over
the Texas State Capitol building in Austin! Along these lines of
monetary/financial reform (property tax), the State
Legislature should craft a statute banning cities
(“municipalities”) from having any draconian fines for mere
code violations; the Constitution banned excessive fines and
petty officials must be reminded of it. Cities that have

irresponsibly run up lots of debt as by bond issues must not be
allowed to plunder their often defenseless residents to pay
down the debt. Texas is one of only ten (10) states still
imposing an annual tax on business inventory (2%) which is a
hidden tax on the public, and just as bad, it causes businesses
that are marginal to be shuttered, often resulting in loss of
life’s savings! STOP RANSACKING THE PUBLIC!

There are many services provided by government that should
be provided by private charity or private enterprise or not at
all. John Coffee Hays was a captain in the Texas Rangers when
in 1841 he was trapped by a native war party up on world
famous granite pluton batholith monadnock of Enchanted
Rock west of Austin, and single-handedly battled out of

danger; bring his kind back, ok? Because like General Sam
Houston, he was a man’s man---

Will Texas State troopers “interdict” private citizens en route
to the Bullion Depository building and seize their precious
metals in the name of the “war on drugs?” “Only drug dealers
carry gold and silver” can be tossed into the strategic
vocabulary as easily as “only drug dealers carry cash” and the
universal catch all excuse for violence “we felt threatened.”
Democrat State Representative Joe Moody of El Paso, a
cosponsor of the Texas Bullion Depository bill, appears to be a
favorite of “CLEAT,” Combined Law Enforcement Associations
of Texas. In view of their (alleged) bosses, the State

lawmakers having crafted this depository legislation, surely
not; but the question needs to be asked! See, someone with
150 ounces of gold enroute could end up with 150 ounces of
pinto beans as their net worth if Mongol horsemen strip them
of their life’s savings, as in the case of Oklahoma, found at
http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2016/06/17/oklahomas-usecard-readers-to-freeze-seize-funds-comes-under-fire.html
Beans? It’s reminiscent of the 17 Texas defenders executed
on March 25, 1843, by Mexican forces after they drew black
beans denoting execution out of a container that had mostly
white beans. Eastland County Texas was named after one of
the fallen defenders. Today police are taking the place of
hostile Mexican troops interfering with Texans lives! From
previous link--"We're gonna look for different factors in the way you're
acting,” Oklahoma Highway Patrol Lt. John Vincent said.
“We're gonna look for if there's a difference in your story. If
there's some way that we can prove that you're falsifying
information to us about your business."
A motorist at a traffic stop blinks an eye or shifts a foot; now
there is a “different factor in the way he/she is acting” and
funds should be seized from them on that basis. Oklahoma
has gone the way of Tennessee!

Pardon us; we were under the impression based on the Bill of
Rights and the Fourth Amendment that we would be free
from unreasonable searches and seizures. And what about
“different factors” in the way people like this uniformed crook
Vincent are acting? Suppose Texans are motoring towards the
Bullion Depository and police pull them over and start
“looking for different factors in the way they’re acting” and
“looking if there’s a difference in their story,” now police have
become roving “witch prickers” who can always determine
any innocent person to be guilty, same as police who “cue”
their drug dog to “alert” on a vehicle so they can search it
without consent! Anyone is guilty if they want them to be
guilty! To be accused certifies guilt! The witch prickers in
England in the early 1600s concocted, like psychiatrists today
with their universal catch all lists, a rule that if a needle up to
several inches long was stuck deeply into a suspected witch,
that if the person being “tested” didn’t cry out, they were
deemed innocent. Naturally not crying out was impossible, as
the needles could be inserted anywhere, including into the
spinal cord. God protect the public from people wielding
power who have no conscience! Calling something “fraternal”
doesn’t make everything it’s members do right.

It is none of the police’s business what anyone is doing with
any cash, credit cards, debit cards, jewelry or whatever, their
occupation, where they bank, their destination or if on their
backside there is a wart with a hair growing out of it, absent
obviously wrong circumstances like exiting a window at night!
They’ve come to feel that since they carry the power of
dealing out sudden death, they should become the most
affluent persons in the country. No pal---income is by skill
level needed and the ability to freely attract business to
yourself. You won’t see any cops performing delicate
ophthalmological surgeries! If you’re in this power occupation
and you want to earn more income, provide a product or a
service, write some songs that will sell, improve an existing
product, write software, invest successfully, marry rich, win a
lottery or whatever---“Thou shalt not steal” applies to you
also, as does “God is not mocked; whatsoever a man sows,
that shall he also reap” and “if you do it to the least of these,
you do it to me” (Matthew 25:40). The “war on drugs” must
be ENDED as per the example of the nation of Portugal
https://news.vice.com/article/ungass-portugal-whathappened-after-decriminalization-drugs
Witch pricker needles could amount to ice picks and victims
were pierced as many times as necessary to “prove” the
accusations against them---

“THE RIGHT TO BE LEFT ALONE IS THE RIGHT MOST VALUED BY
A FREE PEOPLE.”
---Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, 1928
Davy Crockett came all the way from Tennessee to fight for
Texas independence from Mexican tyranny, and poured out
his life at the Alamo on March 6, 1836---only to have Texas
become a tyranny from within 180 years afterwards? The
same fate visited Jim Bowie of whom his mother said, “I’ll
wager no wounds were found in his back.” Jim Bowie of knife
dueling fame is believed to have mined some gold at
Packsaddle Mountain in Llano County before the Texas War of
Independence. A city and a county in Texas bear his name.
Crockett also has a Texas city named in his deserving memory.
A legend has it that Crockett and Bowie collaborated in
amassing a hoard of gold coins called the “San Saba Treasure”
for the objective of funding the government of the Texas
Republic, and that they buried it near the Alamo. Crockett,
the character John Wayne played in “The Alamo” (1960) ---

I am a chocoholic and a coffeeholic and nothing more. Is that
OK? And if the Almighty wants me to continue to function as
a public voice it shall not be otherwise. What’s up with the
condition of the Dallas Police & Firefighters Pension Fund,
under threat of collapse by January 2017? Is anything spiritual
going on there? Maybe Santos Rodriguez knows. Now they
want taxpayers to bail them out with over $1 billion when
taxpayers had nothing to do with its mismanagement. Get
the funds from those who made the bad investment
selections! Don’t start seizing citizen’s houses to cover the
shortfall! Retired persons can always become Wal-Mart
greeters, huh? It could be that people who are able to avoid
being in Dallas should do so to avoid being financial targets.
Dallasites have been warned they may be hit with a 130%
property tax increase.

The level of debt in this country, especially national and going
down to state, county and municipal debt is so burdensome--along with personal and corporate debt---that there is no way
out besides the inevitable declaration of debt expungement or
repudiation! Biblical types may use the word “jubilee.” That
will harm many just creditors, but it makes more sense than
governments becoming so tyrannical that they can strip
motorists of their life’s savings just for being within range of a
“law enforcer” who declares his “suspicions.” High school
administrators coast to coast must be required to maintain
records of students known to be bullies and hallway toughs.
On application to police academy or security guard position,
the records must be checked and if they were flagged by
school administrators, the applicant must be denied without
any possible recourse, including court action. That includes
football players who incurred penalties for unnecessary
roughness. MD’s carry malpractice insurance; police must
also as soaking the public in court judgments for official
transgressions is very wrong. There are ways to purify this
power occupation, and we must all begin immediately.
Shooting dogs in their own backyards is not a job “perk.”
Allow anyone ever more power, inevitably a group of megasinners coalesces. As per the statement from “Plato’s
Stepchildren” from the original “Star Trek,”

“Power will turn even saints into savages, and we can all be
counted upon to live down to our lowest impulses.”
Citizens property shouldn’t be under a menacing aura from
overbearing and compassionless officials that their hard
earned life’s possessions could be arbitrarily looted from them
based on someone who has a self serving incentive to claim
they have a “suspicion” acts to deny time hallowed due
process and seizes, in the manner of a highwayman, the
property as pirated booty so a costumed hooligan can get a
margarita machine for his “department;” others rented
hookers! Wake up call! The public wants law and its
protections to apply equally to everyone! We must not
become a nation governed by Redcoats.
“There is no crueler tyranny than that which is perpetuated
under the shield of law and in the name of justice.”
Frenchman Charles De Montesquieu (1689-1755) who also
said “Useless laws weaken necessary laws.”

Neighboring New Mexico in April 2015 distinguished itself
against most other states by rescinding civil asset forfeiture.
It does surely send a message that the Texas Bullion
Depository (with electronic payments system) should be built
somewhere in New Mexico instead! Montana, a great gold
and silver mining state, quickly followed New Mexico’s lead
and also tossed civil asset forfeiture on the state’s junk heap,
so to speak. Some Texans and residents of other states where
private property rights have yet to be accorded full respect,
have discreetly moved their precious metals to unknown sites
in these friendlier jurisdictions, until their home states enact
reforms; that includes me. It’s in one of the 33 counties. The
New Mexico bill should serve as a model for reform in the

Lone Star State. The Governor of Florida signed a bill
requiring criminal charges before property can be ripped off.
Other progress has been made more recently against this
Inquisition of theft, “Congress Defunds Civil Asset Forfeiture
Program” (of the U.S. Justice Department)
http://www.texasturf.org/2012-06-01-03-09-30/latestnews/eminent-domain/2144-congress-defunds-civil-assetforfeiture-program However this nightmare isn’t over, thanks
to the botulized Obama administration, whose thoroughly
demonized policies Hillary Clinton wanted to see revved up,
civil asset forfeiture so-called “equitable sharing” was
resumed soon afterwards. Who is Hillary’s “patron saint?”
Elizabeth Bathory? If this harridan, with her trainload of
Pilgrims Society connections (continue reading) enters the
White House, we must assume that lashing out against gold
and silver savers will be near the top of her assigned priorities
list. A Clinton administration Treasury Secretary would have
directed the Internal Revenue Service to start harassing gold
and silver savers, especially those in the Texas Bullion
Depository. Thankfully her bid failed. Now however we will
see if what Trump does matches what he said. Check the
names he appoints with the CFR roster! This regional trend to
remonetize precious metals is a source of fear to the British
loyalists in DC and NYC. Texas must figure ways of blunting
such potential actions.

The reference about the Governor of Florida comes from a
researcher with---

It’s countlessly repeated that cash can facilitate narcotics
trafficking because cash doesn’t trace like checks or online

activities. WELL? The same can be said of the possibility of
using the former 90% silver coins and gold and silver bullion
for transactions out of view of overbearing government
entities. If it can’t be traced, it should be banned, huh and
better yet, confiscated? The same is true for diamonds
without laser inscriptions. Is there a contemplation at high
levels among Texas politicians to criminalize precious metals
holdings within Texas borders, if after some period of time
those assets aren’t added to the Texas Bullion Depository?
There is no free market without voluntary uncoerced
interactions. Individuals and businesses must be completely
free to pay for goods and services directly with precious
metals, when buyers, sellers and payers are all agreeable to it.
That means that scales and testing devices will have a sales
boom. Just as gold and silver must not be concentrated in the
national Treasury building; no, they must be free to change
physical hands across the entire economy; so it also must be
in Texas. People can pay through the Bullion Depository, or
they can pay by bullion/coin direct! This choice must always
be enshrined and defended. It’s true that for many, the
weight and bulk of silver (until its price normalizes) will tend
to encourage them to store it in the Depository and do
transactions therefrom as by a debit card adaptation.
However, Texas residents don’t need their State leaders to
take the place of Uncle Sam carrying out financial tyranny

against the public; let the free market function and precious
metals will flow towards the most favorable destinations. The
language of the bill bans derivatives, and by implication it
should also ban anything resembling fractional reserve
banking, which was the London Goldsmiths (AD 1327 to the
present) Guild that started trickery based on if there’s no bank
run, they can lend out multiples of what’s on deposit.

On the matter of illegal narcotics, we the non-represented
public resent that medical pharmaceutical drugs
(“medications” so called) cause more deaths than illicit drugs,
yet scant action comes against pharma bilge. How many
legislatures besides Congress get lavish funding from Big
Pharma? Can gold and silver dealers cite that their profits are
as robust as those of pharma peddlers? Americans can’t view
any of the managed news sources on TV without being
bombarded, barraged, assailed, deluged, pelted and

avalanched with a staggering onslaught of manipulative “ask
your doctor” ads and a molded over torrential parade, a
repetitive salvo of lousy pharma commercials all featuring the
embedded buzzword “clinical” to the tune of nearly hypnotic
music intended to “get to” the often gullible public!

CLINICAL
The Texas legislature and the Governor should issue a
communiqué denouncing the awful 1986 law giving vaccine
manufacturers immunity from lawsuits!
May interested parties ask, are gold and silver clinical? If the
American Bankers Association donates to the American
Psychiatric Association, will the psychiatrists then deem gold
and silver savers as being “afflicted with clinical hoarding
disorder?” Will Pharma scientists concoct a stylish vaccine to
“treat the illness?” The American Bankers Association has
been against precious metals as money for most of its
existence, especially silver. What’s the stance of the Texas
Bankers Association on the State Bullion Depository? This
group has 5,269 branch banks. You’d have to expect they’re
unhappy about it.

“Silver must be regarded as a very threatening cloud on the
otherwise clear horizon of the national finances.”
---New York Times, July 9, 1878, page 4. (Yes, that’s 1878).
We mentioned New Mexico and Montana as States returning
to the ideals of the Founding Fathers. Utah made moves in
2012 (House bills 157 and 317) to remonetize gold and silver.
On June 4, 2014, Oklahoma by legislation affirmed that gold
and silver coins are legal tender there provided that both
parties to transactions agree that payment be made thereof.
The tenth Amendment Center (States rights) reported---

“Oklahoma State Senator Nathan Dahm filed Senate Bill 1296
(SB1296) earlier this year. The legislation would create the
Oklahoma Bullion Depository. The depository would serve as
the custodian, guardian and administrator of gold, silver and
other precious metals transferred or acquired by the state, or
an agency, political subdivision or other instrumentality of the
state. The depository would also accept deposits of gold and
silver by private individuals.”
I sent this research to Nathan Dahm, to Wyoming legislators
(9, all Republicans, House Bill 124) and their Tennessee
counterparts.
http://blog.tenthamendmentcenter.com/2016/04/tennesseelegislature-unanimously-approves-resolution-in-support-ofcreating-bullion-depository/
State Representative Bud Hulsey (R-Kingsport) introduced
House Joint Resolution 516 (HJR516) in January 2016. The
resolution declares support for creation of a gold bullion
depository in Tennessee. The Governor of Tennessee, Bill
Haslam, signed it on April 27, 2016; he’s an NRA member. I
notice a consistent factor that links gun ownership rights with
precious metals ownership rights in these politicos, some of
whom miraculously appear to be trying to protect the public!
Similar monetary discussions have transpired in Virginia.
Hulsey and I have been in contact---

Representative Hulsey indicated that there is a tentative
agreement for First Tennessee Bank to store state owned
gold; and that the location of a new Tennessee Bullion
Depository hasn’t been legislatively determined---

Similar moves in Arizona for a State Bullion Depository were
blocked by two Governors with links to the New York Money
Power. Tennessee lawmakers in 2016 passed a nonbinding
resolution (vote---95 to zero) to create a Tennessee Bullion
Depository, and Oklahoma and Wyoming lawmakers have
also had this thought. The author of the Texas Bullion
Depository Act, Giovanni Capriglione, has admitted to
receiving many inquiries from legislators in other States as to
how to create their own version of the Texas gold bank. The
same link has him quoted as making these lackluster
remarks---

“We are never going to get rid of the Federal Reserve
System.”
---& this crushing heartbreaker--“The state would hire an outside firm to manage the
depository.”
Persons sincere as to hoping for improved prospects for Texas
and America should recoil at such remarks. The FED must be
scrapped entirely. Not only that, but the entire net worth of
the dynastic exploitative families who own the FED should be
seized! Texas intends to have an “outside firm” manage the
depository? That could be a whole other fly in the ointment
or rat’s rump on a banana split, especially if the firm has any
connection to any of a whole range of by invitation only
membership groups concentrated in but not limited to the
northeastern United States. Will the questionable “outside
firm” have some connection to the COMEX? We shall ponder
that more as we progress; having a fox guard the hen house is
unseemly. Having an outside firm manage it is insufficient
improvement over just leaving the gold with the supercorrupt HSBC. HSBC is known as “the world’s laundry bank”
for money laundering on behalf of very violent elements. On
the other hand, Capriglione may have made a muted
statement about the FED to disarm certain elements; we

aren’t mind readers however. Would it not be very
unbecoming if the outside firm isn’t based in Texas? But if it is
based in Texas, yet its management is actually in the hands of
spooks from monetarily subverted centers like Manhattan,
Boston, Philadelphia, D.C. or Chicago, the public is still at risk
of mistreatment. Why have a fox guarding the henhouse?
None of the management of any “outside firm” should reside
anywhere besides Texas. The Texas Tribune, October 30,
2015, page 1, said that “major international players” have
expressed interest in constructing the building; actually it says
they want to “get a piece of the plan,” that could include
construction and/or management. These MIP’s---major
international players, invariably end up with Wall Street
and/or City of London connections. It would be just as well to
have cell block inmates at Huntsville State Penitentiary take
charge.

CBS News stated that some of the Texas gold is in the
basement of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Was
some Texas gold sent to Germany? After all, Germany asked
first that their gold be returned.

Could the “outside firm” be the American Banknote Company,
which produced the bogus currency of the first United States
Bank over 200 years ago? It prints funny money for some
foreign central banks. James Wetmore was the supervising
official over the United States Bullion Depository (Fort Knox)
and according to Who’s Who in America, 1929, page 2191, he
was the Grand Representative of the Grand Lodge of England
to the Grand Lodge of D.C. At that time the Grand Master of
the United Grand Lodge of England was Prince Arthur, the
Duke of Connaught, who was also president of The Pilgrims of
Great Britain, which group is the world’s apex precious metals
suppressor (continue reading).

My mind racing, it even occurred to me that by having an
“outside firm” manage the Depository, it could worst case

develop into a backdoor attempt at Federal seizure of the
metals, once the Depository’s vaults were bulging. Probably
not, but stranger things have transpired in history. What if
the “outside firm” schemed to have the metals picked up by
Federal convoy starting after midnight, and hauled to DC? The
managers could take refuge at any number of castles in
England, the home base of precious metals price
suppression---said castles owned by members of the metals
suppressing Pilgrims Society (continue reading!) Beware any
development that causes the Texas National Guard to be
summoned to some distant point from the Bullion Depository!
There must be something right about Texas Governor Greg
Abbott to sign the Bullion Depository bill and to favor gun
ownership rights---

We shouldn’t anticipate any move by the Texas Supreme
Court to try and block the Depository or the return of gold to
Texas, inasmuch as the other two branches of the State
affirmed it.
This statement issued by the office of Governor Greg Abbott
says the Depository will be “administered by the Office of the
Comptroller.” Everyone needs to be on the same page. Or is
the meaning that an outside firm will manage the Depository
under the authorization of the Texas State Comptroller? We
can’t have any of this situation to be murky! This statement
issued on June 12, 2015, read as follows---

“Today I signed HB 483 to provide a secure facility for the
State of Texas, state agencies and Texas citizens to store gold
bullion and other precious metals. With the passage of this
bill, the Texas Bullion Depository will become the first statelevel facility of its kind in the nation, increasing the security
and stability of our gold reserves and keeping taxpayer funds
from leaving Texas to pay for fees to store gold in facilities
outside our state.”

The connections of any outside firm should be relentlessly
investigated; in particular, the genealogies of those involved
and are they members of any globalist elitist by invitation only
organizations? What is the primary bank of the outside firm?
Does the outside firm have a Wall Street, DC law firm or
foreign? Another interesting matter is where the legislation
mentions exclusions to depository agent licensing; gold
brokers and dealers can become accredited depository agents.
Who will be excluded? COMEX connected persons hopefully
will find no open door. Avery B. Goodman--- well known
attorney who has written about COMEX and related matters,
what say you? In any case bill #483 isn’t much to scrutinize
compared to the I Shares SLV Silver Trust, which was a
masterpiece of New York convoluted legalese. The Bank of

North Dakota might be consulted for some management
suggestions. Populists founded it in 1919 as an act of
resistance to the Manhattan Money Mob.

School districts were cited as an example of public entities
that could open accounts in the Texas Bullion Depository.
Sure; place some of the proceeds of theft (property tax) into
the Depository---it might indirectly help those stolen from to
recover a few percent of their loss. Only people who consume
services should be compelled to pay for them; if uncoerced
charity cares to chip in, allow it.

Some may recall the TV commercial for Pace brand picante
sauce made in San Antonio. Someone introduced a substitute
without the right flavor. On reading the label it was
discovered to have been made in New York City, whereupon
the chuck wagon crowd said “get a rope!” Most New Yorkers
are OK but their leadership is as bad as it gets, especially in
financial affairs. This gold is considerably more important
than all the picante sauce ever made in Texas.

How about the new hit song, “What I Like About Texas;” how
would an “outside firm” fit into this exhilarating Texas

attitude? Some gold has been found in stream gravels in the
central Texas Hill Country, which makes us want to listen
again to the tremendous Hill Country theme and the Willie
Nelson version! Why bring gold (prospectively) back to
storage in Texas, if the State hires an “outside firm” to
manage it? Is there a plan for some ultra shady City of London
firm to be the management? Remember how in 1989 the
historic Treaty Oak in Austin was maliciously poisoned?
Please don’t let the Texas Bullion Depository be poisoned by
wrong trajectories and withered by absence of proper
protections! Capriglione however remarked about wanting
Texas to become a “commodities hub for the continent.” So?
Let Texas entice silver, gold and copper production from
Mexico by building a large smelter; after which, let the metals
be bid for in an unleveraged cash only system. And no Fred
Dobbs managing it (a character from “Treasure of the Sierra
Madre,” 1948). The former Alcoa aluminum smelter site at
Rockdale, Texas, seems problematic.
The New York Times, September 21, 1942, page 26 had this
from Congressman William S. Hill of Colorado--“These boys from New York have had enough to say about the
country’s finances. They’ve put us in a hell of a hole. If we’re

going to start overhauling the monetary system, then let’s go
all the way and not just talk about silver.”

The Texas State Legislature and the Governor should issue a
public resolution demanding an unhindered audit of alleged
Fort Knox gold, with all 50 States sending a member of their
legislatures to tour and inspect the building and every last
square foot thereof including all levels. The same goes for the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York and its basement vaults.
Texas officials should tell the DC government and the
megabanks to step back from their drive to eliminate or
penalize the use of cash. Great hypocrisy exists in this
movement; for example, the “Better Than Cash” group is
spearheading this drive, and they don’t disclose the identities
of their executive committee members! No disclosure = they
have things to hide!

The Legislature and the Governor should protect Texans
wealth from expropriation by the old East Coast families who
own the Federal Reserve System and the Federal government;
as a specific key suggestion; that no Texas residents be
required to file with the DC government any statement as to
the personal assets they have accumulated---no lists of real
estate, art, collectibles, water rights, agricultural interests,
automobiles, jewelry, or precious metals!
The Texas Bullion Depository is often dubbed the Fort Knox of
Texas. If the Bullion Depository is to be the best institution it
can be, the changes suggested herein are inescapably
necessary. Having accomplished these betterments, even the
Marfa Lights out in far West Texas will glow more brilliantly!

Texas officials should consider placing any surplus state funds
into silver bullion, the supply of which is ever more finite
contrasted to the supply of digital and paper dollars and the
phantom supply of COMEX silver sold naked short to defend
the value illusion of the fiat Federal Reserve dollar. A letter I
sent to Drew Edmondson, dated September 29, 2003, received
an uninspiring response and no action re the COMEX
racketeers. The fact that he went after the World Com
swindle didn’t signify that he’d touch silver, the most
forbidden item in the financial world.

Texas officials should caution the United States Postmaster
General against allowing his agency to interfere in any way
with precious metals shipments into or out of Texas, at the
direction of the Treasury Secretary or the President. The
same applies to United Parcel Service, FEDEX and all delivery
services. If it surprises the reader to encounter such ideas, be
aware that the Money Power has “think tanks” scheming 24/7
how to ripoff the public in every possible way and reduce
liberty in this country! I wonder what I’ve missed as
possibilities in the warfare against Constitutional rights; there
are many. Brookings is a major think tank in D.C. and major
silver antagonist Douglas Dillon (Pilgrims executive committee
for 30 years; we will explain this fearsome group as we
progress) became chairman of Brookings after leaving the
Treasury Secretary post, where he and undersecretary Robert
Roosa (Pilgrims) did their dirty deeds to terminate lawful
silver coinage---

As expected, bleating voices in university faculties have
badmouthed the State Bullion Depository. Unabashed
demagogue Cal Jillson with the Southern Methodist University
(SMU Dallas) political science department boorishly belched
out this tawdry statement in an attempt to bamboozle
credulous simpletons--“At the end of the day, it doesn’t make any difference if you
have your gold in New York or Midlothian,” he said. “It is
state property.”
At the end of the day is a hackneyed phrase; he needs
remedial writing instruction; the Toastmasters Club could
assist. He insinuates that it’s just splitting hairs as to where
the gold is stored. OK then let him store any valuables he has
with the elitist New Yorkers with their shady reputations!
See, he’s saying it’s state property, but others don’t want it

moved to Texas---others he favors more than those who want
it returned. Has he received any foundation grants or
fellowships? Jillson? More like “jettison!” Someone should
explain to this feckless and senseless academic what
“counterparty risk” means! The Morgan Stanley fraud
consisting of stored phantom silver on behalf of conned
investors is one instance only in an interminably long parade
of defalcation by the “dignified” New York financial
community, which has corkscrewed and whipsawed the
country for literally hundreds of years in a boundless 24/7
shakedown of wealth. If people aren’t crazy with joy over
holding gold certificates issued by “reputable” (?) banking
sources and happy to forgo holding gold itself, they’re
depicted as dense, mean spirited unwashed tobacco spitting
redneck clods who could never pass a high school economics
course and are probably wearing blue jean overalls and
tossing corn to clucking chickens in a stinking barnyard.
Midlothian is an Ellis County town of around 20,000. He
reached into his festering thought processes and pulled that
name out of the hat and could have mentioned any other
Texas city; like Floydada or Falfurrias. A line from “Bonanza”
TV series comes to mind---“He looks like a short measure of
nothing to me!” Getting sense from this buzzing banking pied
piper is as likely as finding a $4 gold 1880 Stella resting on
your tummy in the A.M.

A depository holding silver and gold;
We can’t enter it wearing a blindfold!
New York attempting a stranglehold;
Still trying to make us a wreck!
Waves of corruption tenfold!
Too many shady characters on deck!
Does Cal own a firearm as in his residence? Would it not be
more appropriate for him to ship it to the New York City
police department for safer storage? They could fax him a
receipt and he could think of the receipt as his property. Why
should the location matter, Cal? You get the SMU dunce cap
Cal. He isn’t bankrupt of wits; he’s intentionally misleading
the susceptible. He’s a roaches in the cornmeal type. We are
reminded of Jim Cornette of TV wrestling fame and his
favorite jab---“If I put your brain in a flea’s stomach, it would
rattle around like a BB in a boxcar!” A tumbleweed in
Hudspeth County can give better advice than “New York Cal.”

The second United States Bank (1816-1836) had over two
dozen branches. Its most basic stab against gold and silver as
currency lay in the revolting fact that notes issued from its
branches could only be converted into specie (hard gold and
silver) at the branch most distant from the issuing branch!
Therefore a man in New York City who wanted to convert his
notes into silver or gold was required by bank rules to do so at
the New Orleans branch! No doubt Professor Jettison would
smirk with satisfaction over that! How much space in
academic journals has he wasted? His view on location of
Texas gold turns out to be a disguised simpering, idiotic verbal
bouquet for the megabankers.

Which is worse, a maniac or a lunatic?
Call “monetary economists” by either name!
Their funny money has left us really sick!
On thin air the Fed note is an empty claim,

Falsely targeting gold with monetary blame!
In the so-called “free banking” period (1837 to 1864) after the
shuttering of the second U.S. Bank and into the Civil War,
banking abuses raged on. Charles Bullock in “Essays on the
Monetary History of the United States” (Macmillan, 1900),
page 85 noted---

“In Ohio, Indiana and Missouri, between 1855 and 1859,
certain persons who presented notes for redemption were
threatened with lynching.”

Cal Jillson would’ve loved to have been a banker in those
times! Note holders were even directed to indefinite
locations in uncharted forests and told to go there for note
conversion! Jillson authored a book to be avoided as useless
entitled, “Lone Star Tarnished—A Critical Look at Texas
Politics and Public Policy.” So desist from tarnishing Texas
already, Professor Zero! Here we notice he’s a “former
member of the Council on Foreign Relations.” However at an
SMU page they say he’s a current member. Settling the
matter is the CFR’s page where you don’t see him listed. No
wonder he’s bellowing like a stuck hog against bringing any

gold to Texas; another globalist funny money hack! He’s an
ex-member because they found someone else for his slot who
could deliver more influence than this slobbering lackey, but
he remains magnetized in their orbit. His book, probably good
if you enjoy having the dry heaves, was on Amazon for the
overbloated sum of $135 in hardback. I bought some silver
dimes instead! One of them could have circulated in Dime
Box, Texas long ago! Maybe Cal can use pine needles in place
of tally sticks! Another “former” CFR member is ex
Lieutenant Governor David Dewhurst, said to be worth $200
million; he was beaten by Dan Patrick for this important post.
Dewhurst is no wind-up key in the back stumblebum flunky
like Jillson, however, who reminds me of someone I saw get
beat up in high school---

Jillson would have Texans accept his overblown whoppers and
shameful stem-winders as Gospel; but let’s not confuse
antifreeze with lime flavored Kool-Aid! Even the stuffed bear
at Angelo’s Barbecue in Fort Worth sees through this horrid
bilge he disgracefully injects into the issue like a monetary hit
and run artist. Mother Jones, a media source that would
likely cheer Jillson, spoke of Texas building “a massive bunker
to hoard this booty.” Hey creep! It’s a Depository---a vault--not a “bunker.” Next thing we’ll hear from banker favorable
media outlets is the Texas Bullion Depository is a “compound”
of sorts---like the Branch-Davidian compound outside of
Waco, Texas, where an avoidable conflagration in 1993 caused
84 deaths. We could be cautioned that if this “massive gold
hoarding bunker” is launched, it could cause hundreds of
explosions of the scope of the fertilizer plant blast on April 27,
2013, at West, Texas (near Waco) that killed 15 and did huge
property damage. Jillson is former director of the Tower
Center for Political Studies at SMU, named after John Tower
(Pilgrims Society). As a Texas Senator Tower voted against
silver money in the Coinage Act of 1965. Tower conferring
with Lyndon Johnson; both silver money antagonists became
Pilgrims Society members---

The Times, London, February 10, 1982, page 10---

“Anglo-American understanding” is code language for
“merging the United States with the British Commonwealth of
nations as a step towards world government.” This group
claiming harmless objective will not post any roster to public
view!
A state politician warming Jillson’s heart would be State
Representative Lon Burnam out of Fort Worth, who was
quoted in The Texas Tribune of March 21, 2013 saying of the
Texas Bullion Depository bill that he was “skeptical that it
addresses a legitimate problem facing the state.” It calls to
mind a line from “The Rifleman” TV series---“I ain’t your
citizen mister loco!” It might not matter to him if the bullion
was vermeil, then? Or HGE, heavy gold electroplate? I had an

economics instructor in high school who I vividly remember
criticized Governor Anson Jones, the last President of the
Republic of Texas who took office in 1844, because Jones
wanted Texas on precious metals currency rather than mere
thin air banknotes, the teacher contemptuously labeling him
“ARSON Jones!” Huh? Paper currency---not metallic coins--burns! The instructor insisted that Federal Reserve issue is
“scientific currency” and that gold and silver are “for jewelry
only.” Here’s the closest to real gold folks like these can
have---

For marketplace confidence, gold and silver hold supernova
superiority over conjured Federal Reserve “dollars!” Jillson
would whine “gold bugs and silver simpletons just don’t
understand monetary science!” But even an armadillo in Palo
Duro Canyon knows gold and silver beat paper. It’s plain to
see whose brand Jillson and Burnam are wearing in this
runaway banker stampede. No Wolf Brand Chili for these

“payasos” (clowns!) You couldn’t find two more irrelevant
personalities between the Rio Grande and the Red River.
Maybe they’ll be on a camping excursion and trip over the
Balcones Escarpment! Their canoe could capsize in the Frio
River in January! Do they have any Texas Blue Bell Ice Cream
left over in their freezers, you know, that is listeria infected?
Do they dine at Chipotle Mexican Grill? Was there bad
mushroom in the recipe or a scorpion under the menu? Or is
it just that their monetary notions are infected with financial
E. coli/norovirus? Are they loco mavericks delirious from a
copperhead bite? No, just taking money from dirty hands!
The official Texas state gem as of 1969 is topaz from Mason
County in central Texas, with a distinctive Lone Star facet
pattern. Fortunately Professor Jettison didn’t choose the
state gem; it might have been asphalt gravel! Go skulk, surly
Cal.

The Houston Press, January 23, 2015, in a slimy editorial, “Five
Craziest Bills Already Filed With the Texas Legislature,” a
cheap hack writer named Dianna Wray (sick as a dog passing
peach pits) intimated that if Texas builds a gold bank, the
Federal government will invade Texas a second time; she also
made impudent buzzing sounds against the right to keep and
bear arms. Does she own any gold jewelry? She should store
it with a stolen goods fence! Even Pravda, the great Russian
news agency, spoke better of the Texas bill than this ersatz
Texas paper and their pitiful blowhard columnist who doesn’t
have the sense of even a stale fruitcake from the famous
Collin Street Bakery in Corsicana. Speaking of buzzing sounds,
has she had experience with the Texas red wasp, the kind an
electrician says hurts worse than a 460 volt shock? Those
monsters are on hand in Houston. In deriding gun rights and
tossing darts at gold ownership she’s merely being trendy and
stylish and being “in” with the petty lower tier employees of
the media. Or maybe she aspires to get a job with Heidi Cruz
of Goldman Sachs in Houston (wife of Senator Ted Cruz).
Heidi, like Cal Jillson, is another “former” CFR member still in
their orbit. I was startled to see D.W. appears to be quite an
attractive woman, calling to mind to words of Anne Ninon De
L’ Enclos (French author 1620-1705) ---“That which is striking
and beautiful is not always good, but that which is good is
always beautiful.” Also words from the “Bonanza” TV

series---“You must be sun happy!” Ha, ha, guess what! Texas
State Representative John Wray, from Ellis and Henderson
counties, is a cosponsor of the Texas Bullion Depository!
Brian Murphy of City College of New York (Pilgrims Society
institution) puked out this banker bilge--“Fed a steady diet of fear, paranoia, and survivalism, the
consumer market for physical gold is left particularly
susceptible to magical thinking.”
Translation--- “Fed a steady diet of managed news, banker
misinformation and garbage packaged as sober fact, the
consumer market for gold disregards these attempts to derail
them from protecting their finances from Wall Street
Episcopalians who prefer the public to be susceptible to bogus
economic avowals.”
Money Power marionette Murphy deemed it “odd” that Texas
officials would want Texas gold stored in Texas and mocked,
muttering about a “secessionist dog whistle.”
The Texas Nationalist Movement worked for public support to
lobby the Legislature to create a State Bullion Depository---

If the rotten New York money mob retains control over Texas
gold---if their misshapen, slimy fingers poking out of pin
striped suit coats strangle the Texas Bullion Depository with

corrupt influence---in such circumstances---someone will be
playing the “Deguello” over Texas monetary matters. That
was known variously as the cutthroat song or the song of no
mercy to survivors, played by the Mexican army at the fall of
the Alamo on March 6, 1836.

Texans can’t tolerate any BS attitudes about the Bullion
Depository philosophically similar to what multimillionaire
former McAllen mayor and produce kingpin Othal Brand said
about the nasty pesticide chlordane ---“Sure it’s going to kill a
lot of people but they may be dying of something else
anyway.” He was on the Texas Pesticide Board. We best
beware of this type of thinking on the part of anyone on a
Bullion Depository board or advisory panel. No members of
globalist groups on any such board! That includes such elite
Manhattan clubs as the Links, New York Yacht, Yale, Harvard,
Princeton, Century Association, Union, Union League,

Metropolitan, Lawyers, Bankers, Economic, Recess,
Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht, Bathing Corporation of
Southampton, River, Knickerbocker, Dutch Treat, Grolier,
University, Downtown, Lotos, Church, Broad Street etc. Ditto
for Washington D.C. clubs like the Congressional Country,
Cosmos, Capitol Hill, Sulgrave Club, Georgetown and ArmyNavy (site of Silver Users Association meetings!) Speaking of
the Lawyers Club, I was stunned to notice a London lawyer
named Max Charles Savoie with Sidley Austin, whose guiding
partner is James Zirin on The Pilgrims New York executive
committee, a Rockefeller associate married into the Amerada
Hess petroleum fortune. Zirin, who bears resemblance to the
“spelunkers” in the cave at Six Flags Over Texas amusement
park in Arlington, worked with the son of the Treasury
Secretary in the FDR cabinet who seized gold and silver from
the American public! Max; you ain’t my kind of guy! Another
Charles Savoie in London is with the Company of Goldsmiths,
a guild founded in AD 1327. Savoie in fact is a common French
name. Execs with Citigroup, MorganChase, Federal Reserve
Bank of New York are officials of the gold and silver
antagonistic Economic Club---

Texas cannot have anyone connected to the Bullion
Depository who is or has ever been with any Federal Reserve
branch, investment bank or megabank! Unless they’ve been
EXORCISED! If Mister T. Jack Williams (“7.7% of your ASS”)
becomes involved, you can become a permanent insomniac!
Encroachment to theft of all you own never starts full blown;
it comes incrementally. This guy appears overweight and I
doubt his arteries are in good condition. Thinking about him
is almost enough to send Kennedy back to Parkland Hospital!
Please let’s not have former President Bush II (2001-2009)
involved with the Texas Bullion Depository! It’s well known
he’s a member of Skull & Bones Society at Yale University. He
is however also a Pilgrims Society member (scroll halfway
down) which is an order of magnitude worse.
Former U.S. Congressman Ron Paul of Lake Jackson Texas
might be considered for an advisory board to the Texas
Bullion Depository. Opponents would cite his 81 years as an
objection in order to evade his reputation as a hard money
advocate.
The elitist establishment Washington Post of March 26, 2013,
accused Texas leaders of engaging in “paranoid monetary
talk” due to the gold bank proposal and bleated---“It was the
state’s governor, Rick Perry, who while running for president

strongly suggested that Ben Bernanke would be committing
treason should the Federal Reserve print any more money.”
Someday Fed notes may be just trash littered along the San
Antonio Riverwalk. Bernanke, not in any sense a substantive
power in himself but just a flunky like Janet Yellen, has been a
research fellow since 2014 at the insidious Brookings
Institution.

Texas legend, barbecue kingpin Walter Jetton was known as
chef to Lyndon Baines Johnson, the failure as a Texan who as
President was a top ringleader in taking us off silver coins in
1965. We’d have fared better with Walter as President. Too
bad LBJ (Lousy Bum Job) didn’t fall over the edge at Santa
Elena Canyon at Big Bend or run dry of water at the Hueco
Tanks! LBJ would have trashed the Texas Bullion Depository
because he was “in” with the shady New Yorkers. The next
image comes from the leaked list of The Pilgrims, New York,

1969 roster which goes to members only! Some secretary
may have seen it in a desk drawer and realizing its
importance, forwarded it to outsiders. This is the top group in
America by a very wide margin; it links us directly to Old
World tyranny and it has the country by the throat for over a
century. More description will follow---

Johnson especially honest loathed silver money---

The Tenth Amendment Center noted that zero interest rates
make gold depositories more enticing! Remember the 10 th
Amendment is about States rights to not be strangled by the
DC government. Texas Monthly Magazine, March 22, 2013,
noted that then Governor Rick Perry presented as a hard
money man, a sound money man. This is the same Rick Perry
who attended a 2007 Bilderberg conference in Istanbul
Turkey. They don’t appear to have influenced his monetary
outlook; however disgracefully, he mandated Gardasil vaccine
by Merck for Texas schoolgirls in 2007, then in 2011 he
rescinded his stance to get voter support in his White House
bid. Merck is a Pilgrims Society interest and the public is fed
up with vaccine makers using government power to force
purchase of their very risky health wrecking products;
nevertheless, herewith some of coyote shooting Rick Perry’s
remarks on Texas gold---

“In an effort to increase Texas’s financial security, Governor
Rick Perry is backing legislation that would bring the state’s
stash of 6,643 gold bars home from a vault in New York. “We
don’t want just the certificates,” freshman Rep. Giovanni
Capriglione (R-Southlake), author of the bill, told the Texas
Tribune. “We want our gold.” Perry told Glenn Beck on
Tuesday that this is an exercise of the 10 th Amendment and
state rights. “If we own it, I will suggest to you that that’s not

someone else’s determination whether we can take
possession of it, bring it back or not,” Perry replied to Beck’s
concerns that the Federal Reserve would not allow it.”

Cal Jillson of SMU ---did you catch that? Does it give you
heartburn? Are your public statements on this matter
influenced by certain SMU trustees (like Ray H.) with Federal
Reserve connections? Henry D. Lindsley, Dallas Mayor in
1915-1917 whose uncle was Secretary of War in the Taft
administration, helped found Southern Methodist University
with Rockefeller Foundation money. Lindsley was a Pilgrims
Society member (Who’s Who in America, 1928-1929, pages
1303-1304) and also founded the American Legion at the close
of World War I to harness patriotic fervor to the Society’s
intentions of staging more big wars! Lindsley was director of
War Risk Insurance in the Woodrow Wilson administration.
He held interests in Southwestern Life Insurance (controlling

interest), investment banking, Dallas Bank & Trust, Dallas Title
& Guaranty, United States Bond & Mortgage and real estate
including hotel construction. He was a director of Mexico
Society of the United States (could have to do with silver
suppression) and his grandson married into the perverse gold
and silver stealing Roosevelt family (Pilgrims Society). The
middle Lindsley held lumber interests in Texas, Oklahoma and
New Mexico. The Henry D. Lindsley housing subdivision in
Dallas has homes close to the million range.
Media and university sources almost suggest that if Texas
starts a gold depository on its own soil, a cataclysm hundreds
of times worse than Terrible Tuesday will ensue; on April 10,
1979, tornadoes killed 45 people in Wichita Falls. Who
besides someone born without a brain, like the situation of
maquiladora factories across the Rio Grande River in Mexico
polluting Texas groundwater, causing birth defective victims
in 1992 from the Texas Valley, would believe Jillson that Texas
gold can only be legitimate state property---if it’s stored in
New York?

There is at all times this sub rosa matrix of influence that
Texas is immersed in; it overarches the state like a
monumental spider web; it has profound bearing on finance
and monetary matters in Texas; hence these truly “non-

tangential” details. You need to be aware of The Network as
it can and does exert influence against Constitutional money
in ways you’d never know! They have servile underlings like
this crass butthurt boor Jillson always tossing darts against
gold sentiment! Better to listen to retired actor William
Devane doing TV commercials on gold than to profane the
eyes reading The Jettisoned One (the CFR jettisoned him; he
remains a servile lackey). The Texas Tribune attempted to
trivialize the gold returning to Texas by yawning that “the gold
bullion at issue is only worth $647 million” (as of one year
ago) as if the sum were of paltry consequence. Does the
Texas Tribune care to contribute $647 million to Texas? And
ignored the prospective value being multiples higher.
Devane’s father Joseph was chauffeur to Franklin Roosevelt
when FDR was New York governor; the fact that FDR became
the biggest gold and silver thief in American history has no
connection to the Devanes---

I wondered if Jillson might be a cousin of disgraced former
Texas televangelist Robert Tilton; maybe they just should be.
Speaking of heavily moneyed religious figures and groups,
how about this gyrating Joel Osteen character in Houston with
Lakewood Church and a $10 million house could consider
buying $30 to $50 million in silver to help crimp up the
festering COMEX short cartel, which has persisted even after
the twin pillars of the Silver Users Association, Dow Chemical
and Du Pont, have exited the group in summer 2015. It’s
persisted because defending the Federal Reserve dollar
(petrodollar) is more important than silver users continuing to
enjoy gifted silver prices.

There must be full respect accorded by the State of Texas to
the established ownership of the Shafter Silver Mine in West
Texas Presidio County, currently inactive due to what appears

to be ceaseless price suppression in silver by the New York
financial community, abetted by the national government’s
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“an infested hotbed
of subversion for silver shorts” were my words nearly 14 years
ago in January 2003) and 170 Texans were savagely displaced
from urgently needed employment at Shafter due to totally
unfettered COMEX shorts. Silver shorts are unregulated by
the CFTC, as officials like James Newsome and Bart Chilton
exiting the CFTC look to these shorts and their cronies for
employment! Chilton’s grandfather had a chemical lab in the
Du Pont company named for him---these are huge silver users;
Chilton was a shameless fraud at CFTC! There must be no
coercion by Texas that Shafter silver production, when it
resumes, must be delivered to the Texas Bullion Depository.
Texas officials should insist that there be no requirement by
Congress or the President that Shafter production, or that of
any other USA gold and silver mines, must go straight to D.C.
by eminent domain based on a conjured national emergency
or at any fixed price and hopefully miners won’t hedge.
Everyone should be at liberty to bid on that production and
high bid only should take it. Additionally Texas must not
increase any royalty rates, if in place. What does Dallas
resident, G. Michael Boswell, former CEO of the former
Sunshine Mining (another miner exterminated by COMEX
shorts and silver leasers) think about all these matters? My

eyes widened when I saw the name “DuPont” in his Business
Week credits.

Image located at http://presidiotx.us/zone
Silver mining companies besides holding supply off the market
in response to perpetual shortside COMEX rigging, should buy
hard silver when possible. The storage site must be disclosed
to shareholders, unlike a stark instance of nondisclosure from
a major in May 2004 when they acquired close to 2MOZ. That
was wrong because public companies must report dealings to
shareholders. I remain a shareholder due to the property
portfolio and noticing who their major shareholders are, I
don’t wonder why they say nothing about the price rigging.

The fact that those holders are there guarantees a huge bull
market and not much prospect of Federal nationalization of
mining properties! The following is the largest holder of SSRI
and it’s been Pilgrims Society represented since at least
1974---

The Pilgrims New York 1974 leaked roster, page 23---

John Thornton chairman of Barrick Gold is almost certainly a
Pilgrims member! ---

Pressure is building for successful judgments against major
banks for controlling silver prices to the downside. This has
gone on for many years. Mining company managements
MUST participate against these banks to fulfill fiduciary duties
for shareholders. Considering that so many shares of major
precious metals miners are owned by entities short on the
COMEX and elsewhere, in the event that mining company
managements don’t join in as plaintiffs to recover monetary
damages for shareholders, the management must be sued for
breach of responsibility! Why is it that major miners don’t
complain about the price rigging? They have tons of shares
owned by people responsible, and indirectly responsible, is
the likeliest answer.
Texas officials should cultivate relations in precious metals
with major silver mining states in Mexico including Zacatecas,
Durango, Sonora, Coahuila and Chihuahua. This could result
in less silver bled off by the evil Bank of Mexico, which is in

league with the silver suppressing Federal Reserve. This
traces much farther back than this Wall Street Journal quote
of September 12, 1963, page 3--“Silver users have had to go to the Bank of Mexico to get part
of their supply.”

Imagine not only several other USA states, but several
Mexican states and Canadian provinces copying the Texas
Bullion Depository concept! Mexican states and Canadian
provinces especially where precious metals are mined should
be keenly interested, and the Canadian people should
repudiate British influence over their territory. Hugo SalinasPrice could come in as consultant to the Mexican Governors
involved. It could be seen as a “contagion” by the Money
Power that could spread to Argentina, Peru, Chile, Bolivia and
Central American silver mining nations! Yes, and Canadians
also should perk up to the idea, especially in British Columbia,
Saskatchewan and the Yukon.

1942 saw 8,277 fine ounces of gold produced in Texas, most of
it byproduct of copper mining in the Trans-Pecos region of far
West Texas. Between 1885 and 1955, Texas mines yielded
32,663,405 ounces of silver.
Catholic Online boosted the Texas Bullion Depository.
Roughly 20% of the population of Texas (close to 4.7 million) is
Catholic affiliated and if that faction becomes seriously
interested in the Depository and its system all over the State,
look out---it could overwhelm the New York Episcopalians
who make up the dominant faction in the Money Power. The
Episcopal Bishop of New York is always a V.P. of The Pilgrims
Society (“Money Power”) because this is an out of view
English control network over the “colonies,” and the Episcopal
Church in America took that name during the Revolutionary
War so as to not take so much heat if they continued being
called Church of England. Rank and file Episcopalians likely
have no knowledge of The Pilgrims Society. Mexico has a long
tradition of silver coinage and some gold coinage as well and
an outreach should be conducted pointing Catholics of
Mexican heritage in Texas to the great work of Hugo Salinas
Price lobbying for silver money restoration in Mexico;
continue reading for more on Salinas-Price. Several legislative
cosponsors of the Bullion Depository are Catholic. Look out,
Rome may not approve! Unconfirmed historical reports assert

that circa 1680 near El Paso Texas, Franciscan monks produced
some silver from ore bodies.

The article at the C.O. site remarked--“While nobody associated with the plan has mentioned
secession, such a move does increase Texas' autonomy and
financial independence. Texans are fundamentally
conservative people who prefer a high degree of personal
freedom and responsibility. Holding their own bullion is a
move in the right direction for the state's autonomy and is in
the best interest of its people.”
Another Texas group, Asian Indians, numbered 245,981 as of
the 2010 Census and many should be interested in gold and
silver as money! U.S. Mint storage of 1,000 ounce silver bars
circa 1932---

I am concerned about private vault operators in States that
haven’t taken the steps that Texas has so far taken (more
steps are needed) because wherever a concentration of gold
and silver is known to Uncle Sam, the temptation to suddenly
pounce and seize it under color of national emergency builds.
If the vault is insured, the insurance probably wouldn’t cover
such extreme contingency. Private vaults offshore are subject
to the same government risk! How can private vault
operators (God bless MOST of them) guarantee clients that a
family member won’t be kidnapped as leverage to access the
stored metal? No doubt they are all well armed, but how can

a guarantee be made? One of these is The Dakota Depository.
The Texas Tribune, October 30, 2015, reported---

“Las Vegas-based Anthem Vault proposed “multiple vaulting
locations throughout Texas to enable all Texans access to their
bullion within a reasonable distance from their homes.” The
company also offered to set up a network of “coin shops and
retail storefronts” to accept deposits on behalf of the state
depository.”

There is already an informal network of coin shops and gold
and silver exchanges; still we must always allow competition.
CNT Depository we read “is 100% insured by Lloyd’s of
London” but again; in a declared national emergency,
probably accompanied by outbreak of a larger war on the
other side of the globe, will the insurance apply if Uncle Sam
gallops in and seizes it? CNT Depository is in Bridgewater,
Massachusetts---prime silver users territory. CNT is a member
of the Silver Users Association, which is as of late acting

evasive by calling itself the Precious Metals Association of
North America.

Texas lawmakers should familiarize themselves with the work
of Hugo Salinas-Price, president of the Mexican Civic
Association for Silver and his bedrock ideas for gold and silver
remonetization. With this mention of Mexico I wish to
present to the metals community a postulate I have that as
the Money Power’s clear goal on silver is to maintain it under
a severe price repression as long as possible, it may be that
there are some silver sites in Mexico, Peru, Poland and
elsewhere, at which silver is being quietly produced out of
view---by forced convict labor! I stress this is a postulate but if
I can conceive it, the bad boys already had the idea long ago.
So what is going on? How can the commercial shorts meet
world demand at such stark low prices (as this is written), and
skew the silver ratio to gold so drastically out of whack with
the in ground and above ground ratios? Another possibility is

that a company in a state neighboring Texas may be,
consciously or not, the main drain hole for the SLV---and that
when this company posts outages in several dozen silver
categories---it may signal a big supply disruption induced by
pancake flat prices that the manipulators caused to persist too
long! The Bullion Depository Act passed by a vote of 140 to 1;
many of these State Representatives are worth millions. Why
don’t they defeat the shortside cartel by buying lots of hard
silver, enriching themselves in the process?

Image of Salinas Price noted at U.S.A. Watchdog

A grave deficiency also exists insofar as boosting to maximum
potential the Texas Bullion Depository! Texas legislators need
to enact a separate bill banning the Federal government from
interfering in Texas state commerce (all 254 counties) by
requiring any and all coin dealers, gold and silver exchanges
and so forth including EBay and ETSY sellers and internet only
dealers based in Texas, from being compelled to remit any
and all precious metals they buy from individuals and
business, to the United States Treasury, the Department of
Defense, the Department of the Interior, a National Metals
Stockpile or to the Federal Reserve System. A protective
measure of this type would at once attract out of state gold
and silver into Texas, once owners are satisfied as to Texas
being a jurisdiction completely guaranteeing private property
rights of residents and of out of state persons doing business
in Texas. The DOD was called National Military Establishment
(1947-1949) ---

In any domineering Federal attempt to compel all gold and
silver dealers to remit metal to D.C. purchased from the
public, dealers would be under coercion to not disclose this to
the public and media outlets would impose their customary
blackout, in order to not spook the public from bringing metal
in. The State of Texas must shield its businesses and citizens
from wealthy old-line East coast families using Federal power
to squelch capital accumulation outside their predatory
circles. The ploy I suggest would start to unravel once word
got around that no dealer had any metal to sell, but it could
be deemed worthwhile to execute this strategy for as long as
it worked and could cause withdrawal of significant metal
from Texas. Dealers could be coerced to post signs saying
metal will be available at thus and such date. If they turned to
the media, the media would black them out. We need all the
gold and silver we can get here and the D.C. racketeers
fronting for the dynastic families back of the megabanks must
be thwarted at every turn and best before they can begin.

Texas residents and businesses need relief from certain
portions of the badly misnamed Patriot Act; another relevant
matter for the State legislature to examine. The Texas
legislators also should weigh the prospect of telling Uncle Sam
“hands off” in another matter, that being the discriminatory
28% capital gains tax on so-called collectibles, including coins

and bullion. The suggestion becomes; that Texas residents be
exempted from this punitive taxation that exists to steer
people away from precious metals. Naturally we anticipate a
cascade of loathing from bankers, silver users and bonegnawing bureaucrats for asserting that the greatest right the
world has to the use of silver---is to use it as money; a matter
detailed (January 2006 release “The Greatest Right.”) Texas
has a Republican Governor; precious metals investors need
relief from naked gold and silver shorts gnawing away at their
finances to the marrow on one end, and tax hiking socialist
Democrats on the other. The Democrat Party is far removed
from the party it was in the times of Andy “By God” Jackson.
On a smaller scale of relief, Texas did the right thing and
ended State sales tax on gold and silver bullion/coin several
years ago, as concerns transactions below $1,000. If Texas
voids Federal collectible taxation on gold and silver within its
borders, other States will follow this lead. To move towards a
stable money system, sound money must be promoted by a
variety of legislative actions. If this sounds like secession, well
there are those thinking along those lines. Here’s Sean
Hannity asking Texas Governor Greg Abbott about “TEXIT” as
a takeoff on “Brexit.” Governor Abbott instructed the Texas
State Guard to monitor Federal activities in Texas during the
2015 “Jade Helm” exercises. He was the only Governor to do
the right thing! Abbott said in relation to Jade Helm---

“It is important that Texans know their safety, constitutional
rights, private rights, and civil liberties will not be infringed
upon.”
Governor Abbott! The Federal Government isn’t the only
layer of government that people need protection from!
We are reminded of the famous quote by Gideon Tucker who
founded the New York Daily News in 1855--- “No man’s life or
property is safe when the legislature is in session.”
Proof is limitless as to the defects of Federal Reserve currency;
accordingly, proposals for competing currencies are frequent;
no taxation should accrue as to gains against Federal Reserve
currency by any competing currency---including gold and
silver!
Jacques Turgot, the French statesman and financier (17271781), said--“SILVER AND GOLD BECAME UNIVERSAL MONEY BY THE
NATURE AND FORCE OF THINGS” from which the deduction
has been drawn that TO PROSCRIBE SILVER BY LAW FROM
BEING USED AS MONEY, IS A VIOLATION OF THE NATURE OF
THINGS.”
He also cogently remarked, “Respect is tendered with
pleasure only where it is not exacted.”
Let’s briefly insert here----Texas legislators----pass a bill
immediately----and Governor Abbott----urgently please sign it
into effect----that Texas residents are exempted from being

forced participants in any bank “bail-ins.” Texans need
protection now before the fact against their deposits being
converted into bank stock in lieu of their lawful demand
deposits! The megabanks JP Morgan Chase; Citigroup; Wells
Fargo; Bank of America; Comerica Bank et al----all have
millions of Texas residents as depositors. That does include
Texas based companies as depositors. In event of any “bailins” I suggest the State of Texas seize the bank buildings and
real estate, because what must very reasonably be considered
as financial felonies will have transpired in event of any
involuntary alleged conversion of deposits into bank stock.
Plus do the megabanks propose that the stock be nonvoting,
as in restricted stock? Do they plan to “collar” the stock also
(at a low level)? Texas also should take a leadership cue from
the Government of Iceland and jail any banking management
in Texas involved in any bail-in actions! “Iceland Sentences
29th Banker to Prison, U.S. Bankers Still Collecting Bonuses”
was a zesty read! Texans should investigate state credit
unions and transfer to a CU of their preference; most don’t
currently own gold or silver. Why stay in the megabanks?
The State Legislature should also declare canceled, in such
bail-in event, all credit card and mortgage debt owed by Texas
residents to all such megabanks involved in any such bail-in.

https://2012patriot.wordpress.com/2012/04/21/icelandforgives-mortgage-debt-for-the-population
Texans must also have their national Congressmen and
Senators working for the objectives stated in this presentation
including opposition to capital controls! An Audit the FED bill
still hasn’t yet been passed through Congress; due to elected
officials accepting bribes. The spectacle of government by
subornment is chilling. We aren’t at ease with Senator Cruz
wife being associated with Goldman Sachs. Senator Cornyn
has millions from the financial and medical lobbies. This
Manhattan based corruption reaching into Texas via

prominent politicians is disturbing enough to stampede a herd
of wild peccaries down in Jim Hogg County and make a
sandstorm at Monahans Sandhills State Park.
It would be interesting if any connection surfaces between the
Bullion Depository and Texas high speed railway projects. For
example, Kyle Workman is president of Texans Against High
Speed Rail, and there is a State Representative Paul D.
Workman who voted for the Bullion Depository. Coincidence?
It seems that few would object to high speed rail beyond
issues of eminent domain---private interests using
government power to seize land for development. Possibly
another coincidence, there is a David Arbuckle of Texas
Central and Oklahoma has the Arbuckle Mountains (“hills”).
Dimes are the most fractionated form of precious metal (silver
casting shot doesn’t count) and give investors the most
flexibility used as money---

The Industry Council on Tangible Assets---what is their view of
the Texas gold and silver movement? Silver Institute, what
say your managers about it? Is it acceptable to the silver users
on your roster? Would you prefer to see this issue
submerged? This “altoparlante” (loudspeaker) won’t be
silenced!

Precious metals outside the Texas Bullion Depository but
within State borders must be granted the same State
protection from Federal nationalization, seizure or requisition,
that the Texas State Gold Depository is endowed with. This
will boost the prospects for more metal to be placed on
deposit in the new gold depository. The need for such a
measure is exceptionally poignant considering that all
precious metals in the possession of the United States
Treasury and the Federal Reserve System have at all times
been available for the price suppression schemes of Wall
Street financiers. If the reader visits only one link, this is it!

That’s what happened with silver concentrated into the U.S.
Treasury due to the momentous 1934 Silver Purchase Act,
which drove China off its centuries old silver standard
currency as of November 3, 1935, and also with the former
165 million ounce strategic military silver reserve, started by
legislation in 1970 at the end of the Treasury silver auctions
(“managed giveaways”) staged by the General Services
Administration on behalf of the thieving Silver Users
Association, which pilfering SUA cited yours truly in January
2006. The details of the silver auctions to the grasping silver
users were finely detailed in “The Silver Raiders,” released in
September 2003. A woefully typical Wall Street Journal item
on this---

We had until 2001, a strategic national silver stockpile set
aside for military technology purposes; however, Defense
Secretaries gradually released, with the complicity of Congress
and the White House, all of it, for price suppression. The
silver was fed into the market precisely at moments when the
most damage could be done to the silver price! The Silver
Users Association will be displeased if silver bullion/coin starts
accumulating in the new Texas Bullion Depository---

The Silver Users Association, a gargantuan colostomy bag!
They need a horned devil symbol to use as a flag!
Let it read “Opium” and “Poison Gas” on their name tag!
Let all their scandals be broadcast, tongues will wag!
“NEXT TIME THE GOVERNMENT MINTS A QUARTER FOR US,
WHETHER IT IS FROM TIN, PLASTIC, OR CHALK, YOU AND I
WILL PAY SOMETHING EXTRA FOR THE SILVER
BOONDOGGLE.” ---John Parker, editor of Mining World,
quoted in American Opinion Magazine, January 1965, page 85,
referring to the Federally sponsored silver giveaways to the

parasitical Silver Users Association. Page 87 had Parker
saying--“To even try to understand OUR GOVERNMENT’S GRIM,
UNREMITTING AND QUESTIONABLE EFFORTS TO HOLD DOWN
GOLD AND SILVER PRICES requires some appraisal of the
Administration’s political-economic mentality.”
James Avery Craftsman, a jewelry enterprise majoring in
sterling silver---and highly likely far more profitable dollar for
dollar than silver miners---is based in Kerrville, Texas. This
company is a member of the Silver Users Association. Will
Avery Craftsman start nagging their State Senator Troy Fraser
and their State Representative Andrew Murr whining about
how silver is being aggregated in the Texas Bullion Depository,
and that as a morally superior proposition they should be able
to lay claim to it for 71 cents an ounce? These SUA companies
are almost virulent enough to infect a herd of longhorns with
screw worms.

(Image posted at Silver Investor in October 2004)
He does resemble “Big Tex” at the State Fair in Dallas!

On September 1, 1983, Georgia Democrat Congressman Larry
McDonald, an opponent of draining any silver from the
military defense stockpile, was shot down by a Russian fighter
over Sakhalin Island. Secretary of State George P. Shultz,
Pilgrims Society member and silver price suppressor, ran the
State Department which arranged for McDonald’s diversion
onto Korean Airlines flight 007 subsequently featuring 269
fatalities. McDonald wanted forbidden goals---to have
America exit the United Nations, to have America’s gold
audited annually and he was a critic of the Trilateral
Commission, apparently unbeknownst to McDonald, a top
Pilgrims Society front (read on friends). Shultz during 19721974 paved the way as Treasury Secretary for his successor,
William Simon (Pilgrims Society), to bomb gold down from
$200 to $105. Shultz and Paul Volcker (Pilgrims Society)
supported the Nixon (Pilgrims Society) move to cease gold
payments to foreign dollar holders. Nixon as of March 24,
1969, accepted The Pilgrims invitation to serve as their
honorary President; following that, he banned foreign dollar
holders, notably the French, from converting dollars to
Treasury gold and he additionally assassinated precious
metals by creating the Cost of Living Council which capped
domestically mined silver at $1.61 the ounce. Volcker once
said that if the U.S. Government didn’t hold gold at $35 the
ounce, it would fall to $5! Will Volcker offer to join a board of

advisors to the Texas Bullion Depository? Better to have a
common shoplifter! Shultz later became top advisor to JP
Morgan Chase and a director of major companies like Bechtel
and several deeply gouging Pharma-Medical interests.
Volcker was in The Pilgrims 1980 roster, issued annually to
members only every January concomitant with their annual
meeting; that was exactly when Volcker and Lewis T. Preston
Jr. of J.P. Morgan & Company (Pilgrims Society, married into
the Pulitzer newspaper family) along with William Simon
(already cited) delivered the coup de grace against the HuntArab silver play---Volcker (looking like a spider about to burst
out with a brood of perverse hatchlings) “guiding” Obama as
he has for most of his time in the White House---

Simon was the lead COMEX Governor crushing the Hunt-Arab
silver play in January 1980, described in depth (18,187 words)
at Silver Squelchers #10 released in January 2015. In June
1981, Congressman McDonald argued before the House
Seapower and Strategic and Critical Materials Subcommittee
that the remaining (as of that time) 139.5 million silver ounce
reserve stockpile not be subjected to additional silver
reduction; his notions were disfavored by the Money Power
(“Pilgrims Society London and New York”). It would be best if
neither Congress nor the President could lead us into war
absent the consent of two-thirds of the members of all the
State legislatures. “The President of the United States
continues to be elected an honorary member” (page 141, “The
Pilgrims of the United States,” short run book, 2003). The USA
President already issued hellish Executive Orders seizing gold
and silver from the public (#6102 and #6814) after being on an
11 day cruise in February 1933 on a yacht owned by Pilgrims
Society member Vincent Astor, a director of the silver
suppressing Chase National Bank; so all they need do is jerk
the strings of any President; or have him rubbed out, like JFK
most likely was regarding his EO #11110. That EO was on June
4, 1963, and Treasury Secretary Douglas Dillon ignored it.
Dillon, a second generation member, was on The Pilgrims
executive committee by the 1969 leaked roster and remained

on it for over 30 years; he was a Chase Manhattan Bank
director and his daughter became Princess Joan of
Luxembourg---

Among the best known voices in silver, Theodore Butler
maintains that JPMorganChase has accumulated at least 500
million ounces of physical silver. That stockpile, if it’s there,
should be the sole source of a renewed United States Strategic
Silver Stockpile.

Gold and silver price antagonist William Simon, Pilgrims
Society member and Treasury Secretary, married Carol Girard,
of the same old-line Pennsylvania family of Stephen Girard, in
his time the wealthiest man in America, known British
collaborator, who was the main domestic power in the first
United States Bank (1791-1811) and forerunner of the Federal
Reserve System! Financial chronicler Gustavus Myers said of
Girard, “His every movement bred fear; his slightest word

could bring ruin to anyone who dared oppose his purposes; no
poor man ever came full handed from his presence.” Simon
was on the board of the International Monetary Fund,
Citigroup, New York Hospital, vaccine peddler Johnson &
Johnson, Power Corporation of Canada, Geostar Corporation,
United Technologies, Halliburton, Xerox, National Commission
on Supplies & Shortages, Kissinger Associates, World Bank,
Asian Development Bank and dozens of other entities; he
bought the Six Flags Over Texas Amusement Park in Arlington
for $350 million in cash in 1987; (it’s OK for Pilgrims Society
members to deal in cash!); see the report on “Hell 666” Simon,
“Treasury Secretary Lies About Gold,” released in July 2010.
According to the Australian League of Rights, “Simon
represents the most powerful group of international finance
operators,” naturally so, having been a member of the
Pilgrims Society which exists to “seize” and “absorb” wealth
(see page 557 of the Review of Reviews, May 1902)! Spider
sinister William Simon, globalist Pilgrims Society member who
“seized” and “absorbed” wealth and blocked gold and silver
price rises---would have messed a squealing worm over the
Texas Bullion Depository! Simon’s motto should have been, in
response to an inquiry as to his legion of financial victim’s
whereabouts---

“PROBABLY STILL AT THE BOTTOM OF THE CREEK WHERE I
LEFT HIM.”
(“Arrowhead” 1953 movie)

PILL-GRAMS!
They foist Pharma pills/vaccines on Americans and ripoff
countless grams of gold & silver!

Simon promised some Senators a Fort Knox inspection tour
and then reneged!
United States gold is for Pilgrims Society members, not for the
vast public!

Texas legislators should seriously consider a bill to probe the
activities of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, inasmuch as
it’s the Texas branch office of the monetary nightmare that

has sent the entire nation into skidding standard of living for
most. It’s well known that ex president of the Dallas Fed,
Richard Fisher, expressed interest in gold on his own behalf.
He came from the Brown Brothers Harriman interests, one of
the select old line hereditary interests quietly owning the
Federal Reserve System, which does to this country what a
large nest of webworms does to a magnificent old tree.
Current president of the Dallas FED was with Goldman Sachs
for 23 years. Robert Kaplan is co-chair of the Draper Richards
Kaplan Foundation with William H. Draper III, son of a
confirmed Pilgrims Society member who was a major general,
Ambassador to NATO and chairman of Mexican Light &
Power. Lawmakers in Austin should call for full audit of the
entire FED system. Texas legislators additionally should
consider a bill banning members of the Texas Legislature, the
office of the Governor, the State Supreme Court and lower
state courts and other high State offices, as well as trustees or
regents of Texas State universities, from holding any such
positions if they are members of synthetic money, globalist
racketeering groups, the most visible of which would include
the Council on Foreign Relations; a ban on British activist
Rhodes Scholars from being State office holders additionally is
very needed! Texas legislators should pass a resolution
condemning the 17th Amendment, which removed control
over national Senators from the State legislatures and

delivered it to the Wall Street finance community! This was
explained in “Why Silver Price Fixing Lawsuits Always Get
Trashed,” released in February 2015.

The Texas owned gold is actually owned by UTIMCO, the
University of Texas Investment Management Company, and is
purported to be 501,836 ounces which in turn is purported to
be stored in vaults at HSBC Bank New York. This is the old
Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation which became
Britain’s main opium and silver “trading” bank for China in the
1800s. This is the same overshadowing megabank that never
sent any process server to call on me after I released “Silver
Users & Opium” in March 2004. Former Obama Attorney
General Eric Holder’s Justice Department did “favors” for
HSBC over its enormous money laundering operations.

Patrick J. Burke is CEO of HSBC New York, subsidiary of the
London bank run by Douglas Flint. Both men are likely as top
megabankers to be members of The Pilgrims Society, a group
with twin branches in London and New York which links
America directly to Old World tyranny and holds the
management reins of better known globalist organizations. A
quote from James Garner as Luther Sledge in “A Man Called
Sledge” 1970 fits the HSBC gold situation--“Now we’re going in there, and we’re coming out with that
gold!”

The best known confirmed example in Texas of a Pilgrims
member is Houstonian James Addison Baker III who as
Treasury Secretary (1985-1988) suppressed precious metals

prices, which suppression is considered critically important by
The Pilgrims organization to give an aura of value to Federal
Reserve “dollars.” There was a blip up in silver prices due to
the S & L fiasco in Ohio, Texas and elsewhere, and it’s tough to
think the Treasury Secretary wasn’t involved in managing
prices back down. Baker later became Secretary of State,
another post in which he was in position to suppress gold and
silver prices such as in relations with Mexico, Peru, Canada,
Poland, Australia, Argentina, Bolivia, South Africa and other
silver mining nations. Let me provide a small capsule of what
this Pilgrims Society does, inasmuch as Mister Burke is sitting
on the UTIMCO (Texas) gold in Manhattan! Baker is the lead
trustee in the Howard Hughes Medical Institute which has an
endowment of $18.2 billion and works to help Big Pharma, Big
Hospitals and Big Medicine drain away ever more middle class
wealth, until we are returned to serfdom! Kissinger, a
Pilgrims vice president, conferring with fellow member Baker
and was likely suggesting to Herr Kissinger additional
measures by which The Pilgrims Society can deliver more
pulverizing calamities against middle class wealth ---

Wondering what these shady characters are planning is
enough to enrage the Kodiak bear at the Indian Trading Post
at Six Flags Over Texas in Arlington.
Baker at right with Alexander Haig (Pilgrims) at left with
President Reagan (Pilgrims) with Caspar Weinberger (Pilgrims)
pointing. As Defense Secretary Weinberger drained the
former United States Strategic Stockpile of 24,435,000 silver
ounces for price suppression. His ancestry was Jewish but he
became an Episcopalian to gain status in The Pilgrims Society,
which is Anglican/Episcopalian dominated, with the Royal
family its sponsors, who are Anglicans! Baker is a member of
the American Whig Society, founded at Princeton University in
1769; the Whig Party urged a central bank---

Baker received the Alexander Hamilton Award from the
Treasury. Hamilton’s father in law was Philip Schuyler and his

mother in law was Catherine Van Rensselaer Schuyler. The
Schuylers and the Van Rensselaers both held enormous
landed estates from Dutch colonial times and after the British
takeover of New Amsterdam and New Netherland in 1664 and
renaming it New York City and Colony, the Dutch who pledged
loyalty to the King of England were allowed to retain their full
possessions. Kiliaen Van Rensselaer (1586-1643) was a
diamond and pearl merchant and a lead founder of the
sinister Dutch West India Company, dealing in slaves, rum,
opium, spices (600% markups), cotton, tea, trade goods et
cetera. Stephen Van Rensselaer’s (1764-1839) wealth was
rated in modern terms at $101 billion. Schuyler Colfax was a
Congressman from 1855 to 1869 and Speaker of the House
during 1863-1869 and was largely responsible for the Federal
framework that forced Western territories who wanted to
attain to statehood, to do so at the expense of surrender of
large areas of their land---becoming Federal land! 954,000
square miles of Western land, including in Alaska, is Federal
land due to these dynastic Pilgrims Society families! Schuyler
Colfax was a spear carrier for the giant Union Pacific Railroad
interests and was a Whig Party delegate in 1848, which party
favored a central bank! The Schuyler dynasty intersected by
marriage with other Pilgrims Society represented dynasties--the Livingstons, Van Schaicks, Bayards, Van Cortlandts,

Roosevelts and more. Colfax (below right) was vice president
in the Ulysses Grant administration (1869-1873) ---

Fast forward generations, the Schuylers and the Van
Rensselaers are still working together in ultra high finance.
Nicholas Murray Butler, President of The Pilgrims New York
from 1928 to 1946, married Susanna Schuyler, became
president of Columbia University (formerly King’s College) and
helped Andrew Carnegie (Pilgrims Society) set up his one-

worlder foundations. It was Carnegie who schemed the North
American Union! The names Schuyler and Van Rensselaer
recur in leaked lists of The Pilgrims. High finance operator
Pierpont Morgan Hamilton, a perverse blending of two
financially subversive lines and the addition of the dangerous
Pierpont Morgan family, was in the leaked list of The Pilgrims
New York 1957! Warren Randolph Burgess, an heir of two old
line colonial fortunes, Pilgrims Society member, was a Federal
Reserve Bank of New York official and headed the American
Bankers Association in World War II and became Ambassador
to NATO---he married Helen Morgan Hamilton! There are
numerous such examples of intertwined genealogies in the
world’s premier Secret Society! Dutch lineage is common in
The Pilgrims New York branch, such as former Ambassador
William Van Den Heuvel, who married into the Music
Corporation of America fortune and became an investor in
such far ranging enterprises as North Aegean Petroleum, Time
Warner and United States Banknote Corporation (prints
“money” for foreign central banks), and made this appalling
statement--“Resolved, the world would be better off had not the 13
colonies broken away from the British Empire.”

They can as easily spit out, “Resolved, the UTIMCO gold would
be better off at HSBC Bank in New York.” Isn’t that what Jeff
Christian of CPM Group would be hollering? (The last link
takes you to “Jonathan Frid Vomits On Silver” released in
October 2013. A prominent silver site run by alleged longs
refused coverage of this just before the annual Silver Summit.
“You do superb work” was an email response I received on
November 9, 2013 from another organization denying
coverage! Jonathan Frid was the vampire from the “Dark
Shadows” TV series and Jeff does resemble him!) I haven’t
had any process server from CPM call on me. Crooks don’t
want discovery.

Texas must not have any “outside firm” managing its
upcoming State Bullion Depository connected to any such
baleful elements! The Texas Bullion Depository must be
available for routine and unhindered audit on an
unannounced basis by for example, the mayors of any of the
20 biggest cities in Texas, and Texas centered personalities
must do the selecting of the accounting firm, which must be

headquartered in Texas. Major General Pierpont Morgan
Hamilton, Order of the British Empire, also had old-line Dutch
ancestry (Pierson family, Pilgrims Society) and was born in
pricey Tuxedo Park, New York, where many members reside
to this moment---

The terms of the “bailout” (alleged bailout) loan arranged by
FED chairman Paul Volcker, of the Dallas Hunt brothers after
the orchestrated silver crash of January 1980 and events
following, the Hunts were dispossessed of at least 59 million
hard silver ounces by 1986. What role Baker played as to the
disposition of that large silver hoard isn’t clear; but as

Treasury Secretary from 1985 to 1988, it’s most likely he
played a leading role in helping the former Hunt silver be
dedicated to ongoing silver price suppression.

Howard Hughes, the loner financier who owned Trans World
Airlines, was never a member of this shadow organization.
We cite the example of Hughes to illustrate the financially
dangerous nature of this British loyalist network. As a
complete outsider Hughes had too much wealth and had to be
broken. In the mid-1960s Hughes wanted to expand Trans
World Airlines and he was provided a $400 million loan by a
financier consortium composed of “superstar banker” Frederic
Brandi of Dillon, Read & Company and American South African
Gold Trust, Gilbert Fitzhugh of Metropolitan Life, and David
Rockefeller of the silver antagonistic Chase Manhattan Bank.
Hughes owned 78.23% of TWA stock but was stripped of

control due to the loan terms and as of 1966, Hughes interest
was reduced to zero and he had to pay $160 million in court
imposed fines for “mismanagement.” Charles Tillinghast was
installed as CEO of TWA. Brandi, Fitzhugh, Rockefeller and
Tillinghast names were all in the leaked 1969 Pilgrims New
York roster. Dillon Read was the investment bank run by
Douglas Dillon, the Treasury Secretary who presided over the
ending of our silver coinage; and was on The Pilgrims New
York executive committee for some 30 years!

Will Texas (UTIMCO) gold actually be transferred from HSBC
Bank to a new depository in Texas? We shall see; however, if
HSBC cannot produce it, it will be just “SOP” for this Pilgrims
Society and the megabank won’t be prosecuted, it will be
shielded by “Sir Uncle Sam, Knight of the British Empire” and
the distraction of war with Russia, China, Iran and/or North
Korea is always available if necessary. John Boyd Carter Jr.
(1924-2004), a Reagan crony who held banking, real estate, oil

and gas and cattle interests, was among the somewhat few
Texas Pilgrims members. Carter founded Houston National
Bank and was involved with Lehman Brothers (1970-1977),
Sea Drilling Corporation and United States Synthetic Fuels
Corporation and the Kleberg interests including the 825,000
acre King Ranch. Cattle is a $10.5 billion per annum business
in Texas! Texas citizens have been grievously damaged for
over a century by the operations of this Pilgrims Society,
including by the gold and silver forfeiture orders by the
President in March 1933 and August 1934. Take care if you
open this link as a 312 page documentary will appear detailing
week by week from March 1933 into February 1937. Many
“leading sites” in gold and silver have stated that only gold
was taken and refuse to post corrections when shown how
badly mistaken they are. I feel the public deserves accurate
information and that truthful details should take precedence
over bloated egos. 113,031,000 silver ounces were taken by
the end of February 1937 and the excuse was it was needed
for coinage; however, it was an attack against property rights
and free market methods only should be used for government
to acquire raw materials. All that was ever needed was the
old reliable policy of having the mints open to the free and
unlimited coinage of gold and silver in which the mints would
receive some seigniorage! Gilbert W. Fitzhugh, trustee of
California Institute of Technology, descended from one of the

First Families of Virginia Colony, with considerable old English
ancestry---

Texas lawmakers must act to shield Texas residents from any
Presidential Executive Order requiring them to surrender,
under color of national emergency, their gold and silver to the
USA Federal government. They did have a military silver
stockpile in reserve for defense needs; it shouldn’t have been
touched; let those who drained it be on the hook for replacing
it, and let all layers of government that need silver, source it
only by free market means, not by despotic appeal to eminent
domain! The Silver Users Association, current and past
members, were gifted with most of that plundered silver.

They should be liable for its replacement at open market
prices!

In fact, several members of the UTIMCO board are very
prospective today as Pilgrims Society members, especially
since it represents over $37 billion and Pilgrims members
show up where money is biggest. I say prospective, because
they have the necessary characteristics for it. This group,
which claims only to seek friendly relations between America
and the United Kingdom, nevertheless finds it necessary to
their “work” to maintain secrecy as to the identities of the
majority of members. They do not post rosters to public view!
Members of the UTIMCO board are appointed by the Board of
Regents of the University of Texas, who are in turn appointed

by the State Governor. Current chairman of the UT regents is
Paul Foster of El Paso, who is a director of the El Paso branch
of the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank! Already we see this
sinister headwind against precious metals in Texas! In the
case of UTIMCO, this board insists that if Texas gold, actually
UTIMCO gold, is “repatriated” to Texas, that the gold remain
part of the COMEX system! No roster since 1980 has been
accessed by outsiders---

Wallace Hall Jr., a financier, is a Regent of the UT system and
he is an Episcopalian, as I detailed the Episcopalian (Anglican
Church of England) connection in “Exposed---The Elites Who

Control Silver and the World,” not rank and file, but wealthy
Episcopalians. Dallas resident H. Lee Hobson, a UTIMCO
director, is also an Episcopalian. James Baker III, mentioned
above, is an Episcopalian. We aren’t out to make this too
much a religious review, however. Hobson is a member of the
Council on Foreign Relations and its subsidiary, the Dallas
Committee on Foreign Relations. The CFR itself is a tightly
controlled subsidiary of The Pilgrims Society, whose influence
circles encompass many better known one-worlder
warmongering groups. Houston has a Committee on Foreign
Relations and it must be assumed that the Dallas and Houston
Committees both oppose all moves towards boosting the
monetary use of precious metals. The HCFR has Harry Collins,
Houston exec for Barclays Bank, as a member; Barclays has a
huge history as a silver suppressor. Hall was the only
dissenter in the $17 million purchase for land expansion for
UTEP, University of Texas at El Paso, of the former 458 acre
ASARCO smelter site in El Paso, a very toxic piece lead
contaminated of ground. Some of the news people and
university faculty badmouthing moving Texas gold to Texas
may have been eating beans grown there.

This group is a virtual twin to the DCFR and can be anticipated
to oppose precious metals remonetization anywhere; the
head of Texas Capital Bank chairs this thing---

Same situation in Austin---

Same situation in San Antonio; JP MorganChase is a
member---

UTIMCO has a director named Ray Rothrock, as if to suggest
Rothschild & Rockefeller! The name Rothschild has nothing to
do with any “child,” rather the name means “Red Shield,” as

in “schild,” a German word. Perhaps coincidentally Ray is
involved with a company named Redseal, which happens to
have as its logo somewhat of a red shield! Rothrock is a
member of the Corporation of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, controlled by wealthy multi-generational Boston
families with strong Pilgrims Society representation. There is
an outside chance Rothrock is a member meaning he lacks
some characteristics typical of members. Hobson is more
prospective as a Pilgrims member; he may even be on its
waiting list for membership. He started with Goldman Sachs,
an organization extremely antagonistic towards precious
metals! Hobson is on the board of Children’s Health System of
Texas---large scale vaccine pushers! How does causing autism
help children’s health? UTIMCO has a director named Ray
Nixon, suggestive of Richard Nixon and they might be
distantly related. Joseph Ray Nixon Jr. has an extensive list of
finance connections and one of those is with MassMutual,
founded by a descendant of a man prominent in
Massachusetts Bay Colony. This is a Pilgrims Society interest.
It’s possible Nixon is a member. He isn’t in the CFR roster.

Kyle Bass is the best known name on the UTIMCO board and
likely the wealthiest of the lot. I haven’t found him to be
closely related to the Fort Worth Bass family; billionaire

Robert Bass is a Rockefeller University trustee and is
prospective as a Pilgrims member. Kyle was with such
Pilgrims Society investment banks as Legg Mason ($757 billion
under management) and Bear Stearns, named by Butler as the
former big COMEX silver short; of course, Bass may have had
nothing to do with that situation. Most people associated
with such firms don’t become Pilgrims Society members.
Perhaps Bass will care to state if he is, or is not, a member!
However, he runs something called the Coalition for
Affordable Drugs, which may exist in Dallas at his Hayman
Capital offices. This CFAD targets Pharma companies,
including large ones, with short sales, then arranges to mount
a court challenge to one or more of their patents (33+ so far),
so that is a big DQ against Kyle Bass for Pilgrims membership.
Another DQ are his remarks on the Texas (UTIMCO) gold; the
two minute video is misleading at times, because the latest
I’ve heard is that the physical ingots have not as of October
2016 arrived in Texas. There is also something alarming about
the Kyle Bass admission that COMEX is a fractional reserve
operation and that Bass stated---

“We conducted an audit, they kind of resisted our audit
request on the front end and then they finally allowed us in
and we did a random audit. We had like 1600 bars or

something like that and we just wanted to see 20 or 30 of
them and they were all over the place in different venues in
the vault they weren’t segregated so yeah it’s an interesting
concept” (laughter) “the exchange is a fractional reserve
exchange and they think price will solve everything.”

Something has been said about not moving the gold to Texas,
but repurchasing it in Texas. See; the gold isn’t where it’s
alleged to be. Bass should have made the necessary calls on
the spot and set in motion an IMMEDIATE demand for return
of the gold! What does it suggest about him since he didn’t do
that? The day comes when lots of people clamor for their
gold and only the wheels who made squeaky noises at the

earliest time will be secure from the scandalous conflagration.
Bass is the fellow who bought 20 million nickels because he
noticed the metal content was worth 1.8 cents per coin over
the face value. The 35% silver war nickels (1942-1945) tallied
869,896,100 coins, and probably 95% have been melted---

We should note that the bill’s main driver, State
Representative Giovanni Capriglione of Texas District 98, owns
an entity called Texas Adventure Capital which is a private
equity firm founded in 2010 and his personal home is worth
almost $400,000. This link states that Texas Adventure Capital
has $110,000 in annual revenue as of the date of the link. The
link about repurchasing gold (after selling it in New York)
expresses cynicism about his motives, implying there may be a
prospect of personal gain. Will Texas Venture Capital profit

directly or indirectly from the development of the Bullion
Depository? My view would be indifference as long as the
Depository is run right, free from New York and District of
Columbia influence! He also owns Pacesetter CDE which is
apparently an Arkansas entity and has some sort of
scholarship foundation. He’s a member of the Texas House of
Representatives Committee on Investments and Financial
Services and he chairs the Subcommittee on Bond
Indebtedness and is on the Appropriations Committee. He
has a BS in physics and an MBA in finance---difficult subjects
for most. Other Texas House posts he holds include chairman
of the Subcommittee on State and Local Debt; secretary of
House Energy Caucus (billions of dollars in Texas energy
sector); member Innovation & Technology Caucus; House
Public Education Work Group and member of Tourism
Caucus---speaking of the last item, perhaps he’d care to take a
stand against the use of ERAD devices by Texas law
enforcement---if “deployed” they will RUIN tourism, both
intrastate and interstate to Texas! A point in his favor is
membership in the National Rifle Association. At this link we
read---“After school Giovanni went on to work for a DFW
based venture capital/private equity firm.” Which firm?
There is always a need to know. His cosponsor of the Bullion
Depository bill, State Senator Lois Kolkhorst, may be quite a
bit wealthier. He is endorsed by Texans for Fiscal

Responsibility and additionally by Michael Kinzie, founder of
TEAParty911.com Capriglione is described as “a former Tea
Party organizer.”
The legislation has five primary sponsors and ten cosponsors
(abbreviated) in the Texas House. See
http://openstates.org/tx/bills/84/HB483/
A brief rundown of these 14 people besides Capriglione is in
order--Allen Fletcher achieved a 92% score by the National Rifle
Association. Dan Flynn is or has been president of Merchants
State Bank which might not be endearing to megabankers;
he’s a member of the Nazarene Church but is a member of the
American Bankers Association, which is unlikely to enjoy the
idea of a Texas gold facility. Oscar Longoria is an attorney and
former trustee of South Texas College. Tan Parker has a
degree from the London School of Economics! He was a White
House intern with the first President Bush. This suggests he
became a “dud” for the Money Power and turned to the
wholesome side of reality! Rafael Anchia is a Clintonite;
maybe he didn’t know they disfavor Constitutional money!
He was a trustee of the Dallas Independent School District. He
is a board member of the Bill Clements Center for Southwest
Studies at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, named
after a former Texas governor. Rodney Anderson was once

with the Bank of America and is more recently associated with
Commerce Land & Title Company and is highly rated by the
National Rifle Association. Dwayne Bohac says he stands for
lower taxes and more border security. DeWayne Burns was
with the Texas Grain & Feed Association and owns cattle
interests. Patrick Fallon owns a company manufacturing
“military and patriotic apparel” and has a 92% NRA score.
James Frank owns Sharp Iron Group with 130 employees and
rates 83% with NRA. Craig Goldman owns Fort Worth real
estate interests and scores 92% with NRA. Dan Huberty has
real estate and natural gas investments and a 92% NRA rating.
Bryan Hughes is an attorney and an NRA member. Jason Isaac
is a transportation consultant and has a 100% NRA rating.
There is this pattern of gun ownership and rights to precious
metals ownership we see!
To view the entire rundown of the bill’s sponsors (35 total
including spearhead Capriglione), do your own Google
searching and click https://legiscan.com/TX/bill/HB483/2015
However we want to touch on several of these people (some
have Tea Party endorsements, and Democrats among them
are few), starting with State rep David Simpson who favors
marijuana legalization. More famously, he helped pass
legislation to criminalize actions of Transportation Security
Agency (TSA) personnel if caught sexually groping airline
passengers in Texas. The legislation nearly went into effect

but the Federal government threatened to make Texas a no
fly zone! These legislators all have high NRA ratings
confirming the guns to gold link. William Metcalf, State rep
from Conroe, surprisingly is described as an “investment
banker,” which ordinarily we’d think is out of place as a
supporter of the Bullion Depository bill; also an NRA member.
Lastly, Republican State rep Ron Simmons of Denton County
(NRA member) is the founder in 1991 of Retirement Advisers
of America which according to Wiki--“…manages nearly $1.7 billion in assets for families across the
country and provides jobs for thirty-five employees and
fifteen independent contractors. In 2010, Simmons was
named by D Magazine as one of the top financial advisors in
the Dallas–Fort Worth Metroplex. The trade publication
Investment News has named Retirement Advisors of America
among the top thirty financial advisors in the United States.”

What would be informative in another important way is if we
could know the viewpoints on these issues of such influential
personages as those on the large donations plaque in the
entrance of the Modern Art Museum in Fort Worth. I assure
you that some names would oppose these precious metals
developments!
The four Texas House members voting “nay” are Cesar Blanco
of El Paso who was with Naval Intelligence and is an honorary
board member of Medical Center of the Americas Foundation
(vaccine pushers); Harold V. Dutton, former president of Four
Star Broadcasting; Celia Israel, owner of Mission Resources
and a lesbian (whoops my bad?? For saying what her info
says); and Ramon Romero Jr. owner of a swimming pool
construction business; apparently chlorine fumes have
distorted his judgment!

http://www.teaparty911.com/candidates/giovanni_capriglion
e_for_texas_state_representative_district_98.htm I
mentioned The Pilgrims Society several times in an email to
Capriglione; he replied and ignored that reference completely.
Here he is and being of Italian extraction you can
conceptualize ancestry to the old Romans. Does he have any
lineage tracing to the great Roman financier, Marcus Licinius
Crassus? Ha ha!—

We won’t dabble in evaluating the discrepancy between the
earlier figure of 501,836 ounces of gold divided by 1600 bars,
which yields the improbable average of 313.6475 ounces per
ingot. His math may have been fuzzy. It started out as 6,643
gold bars times 100 ounces. But this matter of nonsegregated gold begs the question of how exactly will all this
UTIMCO gold be returned? It’s ridiculous that the State of
Texas didn’t insist on immediate return of the gold as soon as
Governor Abbott signed the Texas Bullion Depository Act. The
gold could have been placed in a secure basement in Austin
and guarded by Texas National Guard units until time for
transfer into the completed Bullion Depository. The U.S. Mint
Police who guard the Treasury and the Mints (now putting out
zinc cents) was founded in 1792; Texas might mimic that
specific concept. As it stands, don’t anyone seriously expect

the purported (“alleged”) UTIMCO gold will be returned on
completion of the Texas vault facility. Or maybe the slippery
New Yorkers will tell Texas to wait like Germany was told to
wait (until new mining production can replace the gold sent
out on leasing, derivative swap daisy chains for price
suppression by the Pilgrims Society members running HSBC!)
Most likely either the gold is almost all gone, or mostly gone.
In which case if return is accomplished, it could mean that
other entities, organizations or persons who haven’t yet
demanded return of gold, will get the royal screw job.

HSBC is a hellhole of a place for anyone’s gold to be stored!
An October 18, 2016 item from Reuters noted Deutsche Bank
entered into a $38 million settlement for rigging prices in the
silver market; the German bank has implicated HSBC in
suppressing silver quotes, and legal discovery has been given a
rare green light to proceed. Some years ago, approximately 8
to 12 years ago, HSBC USA was on the Silver Users Association
roster---a group whose members always think silver prices are
too high! In 1998 Bankers Trust of New York, a firm riddled
with Pilgrims Society members, merged with Deutsche Bank.
CEO of Deutsche Bank is Britisher, Londoner John Cryan,
whose finance career began with S.G. Warburg & Company
(Pilgrims Society) in The City of London. Cryan is almost

certainly another member. “HSBC Sued Over Drug Cartel
Murders After Laundering Probe” sounds typical of this
woefully corrupt bank. Which UTIMCO board members made
the decision to store the UTA gold at HSBC New York?
“How much did you steal? Tell us so we don’t have to count
it!” ---Richard Boone in “Hombre” (1967).

Banxter metal manipulator, what the hell are you?
Always prowling for someone to lay waste to!
More of a nasty demon, with each turn of the screw!

Your crash into a stone wall is long overdue!
Beware! This time you ain’t gonna breeze through!

The Blaze site noted--“The Fed declined comment on the new Texas depository, as
did HSBC bank, which currently stores the gold bars in an
underground vault in Manhattan.”
In the 911 event 15 years ago some of you may recall that
around 40 million ounces of silver were for a time inaccessible
below the rubble. COMEX silver shorts rushed to pile on
additional shorts to dampen the effect of the news. IMO
demon possession is starkly real and these people are
irreversibly affected. Tim Massad, Obummer’s CFTC chief,
most likely soon to be replaced by Trump, came from Cravath,

Swaine & Moore (founded 1819), a top Pilgrims Society law
firm representing megabanks. Financial World Magazine,
June 1, 1979, had a stinging article written by a member of the
Association of Former Intelligence Officers in which we read of
the CFTC’s “Poor record in protecting the public from blatant
swindles.”
.

CFTC run by lousy puking goats!
Naked shorting is never wrong!
Slashing little people’s throats!
Monetary & commodity Vietcong!
Playing hell’s own theme song!
Of COMEX Kyle Bass noted at the time he examined the
situation had $2.7 billion in deliverable gold related to $80
billion in open interest. Shaky structures don’t endure
permanently. Texans don’t want any more involvement in
this rigged COMEX rodeo---it’s more crooked than the Brazos

River, and most folks don’t want to eat their laying hens.
Skunk road kill smells better than this.

In another interview Bass remarked, “I’m perplexed as to why
gold is as low as it is but I don’t have a great answer for you.”
It’s low because the titans of the financial community have a
secret society called The Pilgrims and they conspire to rig
precious metals prices low so as to suggest strength to the
Federal Reserve dollar, which is the exploitative device being
fed off of by the wealthy old-line, mostly Episcopalian
(Anglican Church of England) families back of the FED and
represented in The Pilgrims Society! Interested parties may
care to read “Who Controls the Gold Stealing New York Fed
Bank” released in January 2014 for abundant documentation.
Bass bought 20 million nickels as in five cent pieces, common
dates, amounting to $1 million face value, for the sum of $1
million. It should be some time before room is made available
in the Texas Bullion Depository for those due to their humble
metallic contents. I noticed this remark at--“The Pilgrims Society, the mother of all globalist hives that is
never really scrutinized, even in the ‘truth movement’: It
should be scrutinized more, because it sits at the center of the
Rockefeller-Rothschild-Monarchy modern western power
establishment.”

A can without a label, bulging at both ends!
This is The Pilgrims Society---they aren’t our friends!
Old royalty and robber barons giving us the bends!
Pulverizing calamities and risky future it portends!
Conniving round the clock to make us broke!

Other globalist groups it vastly transcends!
Their secrecy cloak goes up in smoke!
The Latin motto means “Here And Everywhere,” an allusion to
their holdings and influence. The lion represents the British
Empire (Commonwealth) and the eagle the United States.
Atop the image was situated a depiction of some of the
multiple industries the founding members in 1902-1903
controlled---railroads, coal mining, iron and steel, ocean going
vessels and transocean freight, bicycles, automobiles, bridge
construction, engineering, fabric industries and more. After
www.silverstealers.net went up in January 2011, they finally
posted a site the following June, www.pilgrimsociety.org and
over five years later, have still refused to post membership
rosters to public view, despite insisting that their goal is only
to “promote friendship between the United States and the
United Kingdom.” More like, the New York branch is the
direct focal point for Old World tyranny over America and that
the British still view us as a Crown colony and intend to fully
recapture us, hence the gun control drive. The Society does
not approve of yours truly and singled me out by name!
At http://www.wealthdaily.com/articles/texas-golddepository/6134 we note---

“In Texas, there are two big public pension funds that own
more than $1 billion worth of gold. One is the Teacher
Retirement System, and the other is the University of Texas.”
This adds another large dimension to the picture. I noticed
some years ago a big Canadian teachers pension fund holding
shares in a silver mining major. Shayne McGuire, who knows
the World Gold Council folks (sigh; Gold Investor, June 2016,
page 8 of the PDF) is the portfolio gold manager for the Texas
Teachers Retirement System---

In 2010 the Texas Teachers Retirement System ($130 billion in
reported assets) invested $125 million in the SPDR Gold Trust
and another $125 million went into precious metals mining
shares. The Global Best Ideas Gold Fund was chosen as the
name of the TTRS gold investment. State Street Global
Advisors markets the SPDR Gold Trust. State Street

Corporation of Boston is a $30 trillion entity which is run by
Pilgrims Society members representing the dynasties tracing
to the early 1600s English colonization of Massachusetts--Bradfords, Warners, Aldriches, Winthrops, Cabots, Howlands,
Carvers, Dudleys, Choates, and others---names which recur in
leaked rosters of The Pilgrims Society. State Street is a heavy
holder of CME Group, owner of the silver suppressing COMEX!
I think better of the mining shares in this case than of the
shady SPDR Gold Trust. McGuire was interviewed in
December 2012 by the Silver Institute, which has had both
Rothschild and Pilgrims Society representation in the form of
Peter John Charles Mosse, profiled in #24 Silver Squelchers,
pages 24-37. Here’s a summary of what’s wrong with SPDR
Gold. IMO the UTIMCO gold and the TTRS gold investments,
excepting some shares, place the intended beneficiaries at risk
because there may in fact be no recoverable gold for either
entity. Allowing the wicked Manhattan financial community
to store it as custodian is asking for grief. So the more than
quarter of a million UTA System participants and the Texas
teachers may be set up for disappointment. The TTRS has an
official in its organization named Chi Kit Chai; humorous
perhaps.
In October 2013 McGuire was a speaker at the LBMA Precious
Metals Conference on the topic of silver in which he sagely
called precious metals “Armageddon assets.” The LBMA is the

London Bullion Market Association. Paul Fisher, co-chairman
of LBMA, has a 26 year history with the silver price
suppressing Bank of England. KGHM, a large silver producer
based in Poland, denounced the LBMA for sponsoring
shortside price attacks against their product. The Wall Street
Journal reported of McGuire--“Before joining the Texas pension fund in 2001, he was an
analyst at Deutsche Bank and ING Barings.”
McGuire authored “Hard Money Taking Gold to a Higher
Investment Level” (2010); “Buy Gold Now” (2008) and “Silver
Bull Market Investing in the Other Gold” (2013).
Let’s continue this tour of the Texas and national landscape
surrounding the Bullion Depository development!
http://abovethelaw.com/2015/06/I-mess-with-texas-doesnot-supersede-the-supremacy-clause NY lawyer condemns the
Texas Bullion Depository and branded Governor Greg Abbott
“unbelievably stupid” and chided Texas legislators for wanting
the gold to be stored in Texas, noting that Texas isn’t a foreign
country---well you vomit marinated, molded over pus bag
riddled with tapeworms---Texas doesn’t have to be a foreign
nation to want to store the gold on its own soil! Attorney Joe
Patrice was with Cleary, Gottleib, Steen & Hamilton as of
2001. Wiki states that a famous lawyer with this firm was

George Wildman Ball, who happened to be a Pilgrims Society
member on the Bilderberg steering committee overseeing the
red herring group for the older and vastly superior
organization. Ball delivered a speech to the International
Chamber of Commerce in London on October 18, 1967
entitled, “Cosmocorp---The Importance of Being Stateless”
and who provided the introduction to fellow Pilgrims Society
member Richard Eells 1972 book, “Global Corporations---The
Emerging System of World Economic Power.” This law firm
was counsel to the Government of Indonesia in 2002 for a
$750 million Eurobond offering; Sir Siegmund Warburg
(Pilgrims Society London; of the Warburg Federal Reserve
family), who had as his friends “some of the most powerful
men in the world,” (Business Week, November 23, 1974) was
the creator of the Eurobond market. Joe Patrice is a cheap
low level flunky only and his gist was haggling for the
supremacy of the New York money mob over Texas! An
earlier member of this Eells family supplied almost all the
dredging equipment for the Panama Canal and this seldom
mentioned family held interests in nine major regional
railroads and over a dozen other associated industries.

The UTIMCO director I find most interesting is retired Admiral
William H. McRaven, who in July 2014 became Chancellor of
the University of Texas System with its 231,000 students. He
wasn’t born in Texas; wouldn’t it be more appropriate to have
a native Texan head the great university? He has credentials
suggesting he is most likely a member of The Pilgrims Society.
For one, they have had many Admirals (William Halsey,
Chester Nimitz Jr., Arleigh Burke) and Generals (George

Brownell, Bradley Gaylord, Maxwell Taylor) as members since
their founding. Two, McRaven is a director of The Pilgrims
most important USA subsidiary, the Council on Foreign
Relations. They use a symbol similar in several ways to The
Pilgrims Society’s symbol. There is a rider on a horse, which
suggests warfare; and the word “ubique” appears, meaning
“everywhere,” though the CFR symbol uses an old Latin letter
for “U.”

All CFR influence is 100% Pilgrims Society influence so; while
most CFR members aren’t Pilgrims (over 85% aren’t),
nevertheless, the effect on the country is the same--globalism, warfare, more debt, decreased civil liberties,
diminishing privacy, drift towards universal compulsory
vaccines (dozens annually), dwindling gun ownership rights,
declines in home ownership, calls for Web censorship and

more. The fact that McRaven is a retired Admiral, a CFR
director, Chancellor of the enormous UT System and a director
of the $37 billion plus UTIMCO endowment with its significant
gold holdings---all suggest he’s very likely a member of The
Pilgrims Society but certainly not an inner circle member; he’s
their functionary. In fact, UTIMCO represents also the Texas A
& M University, another large scale university.

The next image shows McRaven hob-nobbing (like two
hobgoblins) with Secretary of State John Kerry, Pilgrims
Society and a Bonesman from his earlier days at Yale
University. Kerry is reported to be worth around $200 million
and his wife, Teresa Heinz Kerry, worth north of a billion.
Henry J. Heinz II (1908-1987), second generation Pilgrims
Society member, was the father in law of Teresa Heinz. Wiki

mentions that Heinz II of the well known agribusiness empire
was on the Bilderberg steering committee, but made no
mention of his Pilgrims Society activities. Heinz II was a
Mellon Bank director and in all probability was in a second
fiddle position relative to the much larger Mellon (Pilgrims)
fortune and they’re big enough to be inner circle. Senator
John Heinz, son of Heinz II, was killed in a plane crash in 1991.
Kerry was a Senator from Massachusetts (1985-2013) and if
you look, 50 to 1 you’ll find he “helped” the Silver Users
Association. John Forbes Kerry has in his ancestry Chinese
opium for silver “traders” and the wildly wealthy DudleyWinthrop family of Massachusetts Bay Colony fame, and
Pilgrims Society represented. This is the same old-line Dudley
family from medieval England that has a descendant, Bill
Dudley who is today president of the gold stealing, silver
suppressing Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Bill Dudley is
almost certainly a member of the Pilgrims Society; his
genealogy and position flash in multicolored neon lights
“Pilgrims Society!” These are the deep spooks that UTIMCO
director McRaven, probably a Pilgrims member himself, runs
with---

They should toast each other with bilge from the Houston ship
channel! They’re as inviting as jellyfish washed up on the
beach at Matagorda Island. I once stepped on a drunk
sleeping on the steps while going down the Galveston Seawall
after arriving at 3:45 AM and I’d trust him more than these
operators. If McRaven reads this, will he quote a line from the
gladiator trainer in “Spartacus” (1960) --“I feel you don’t like me!”
Below we see McRaven at left with Central Intelligence
Agency director John Brennan (Obama appointee 2013) as
McRaven received the Richard M. Helms award from the CIA
Officers Memorial Foundation in April 2016. Helms (Pilgrims
Society) was CIA chief during 1966-1973. His grandfather was
Gates McGarrah, Pilgrims Society member who on February

15, 1927, became chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York. Owen D. Young, Pilgrims Society, was deputy
chairman. McGarrah’s info from page 1759 of Who’s Who In
America, 1940-1941, follows the photo and notice McGarrah
was the first president of the BIS, Bank for International
Settlements! So many major things happened before
Bilderberg was started in 1954, and this other group was and
remains the guiding hand!

“Marauders who’ll kill you for a hatband!”
---from “Hang ‘Em High” (1968)
The Pilgrims 1940 NY roster shows the second BIS president,
Leon Fraser---

Yes, McGarrah was a member of the Jekyll Island, Georgia
Club where the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 was conspired by
Pilgrims Society members. The Bankers Club of New York has
at all times been openly opposed to silver money but the
outstanding feature of his listing is the single word “Pilgrims.”
In an overwhelming number of instances regarding important
national developments, Pilgrims Society members are on
hand, lurking in the background, hovering over and perversely
directing situations to our national detriment and the
eventual recovery of America as part of a renewed British
Empire! Bowne & Company, the oldest publicly traded
company in America, had some ownership by the McGarrah
and Helms families and it became the world’s biggest financial
printing enterprise, majoring in stock offering prospectuses
for countless public offerings. McRaven is absolutely in with
The Network! Why not just have some kinky shoplifters store
the Texas gold? Galveston Bay froze over in the winter of
1820-1821 and when that happens again, start trusting
McRaven.

TEXAS DOES NOT STAND TO BENEFIT FROM THE INTENTIONS
OF ANY MODERN DAY GOLD RUSTLERS! I am somehow
reminded of the legend that Marcus Licinius Crassus, Roman
general and financier met his death in 53 BC at the hands of
Parthian soldiers who allegedly poured molten gold down his

throat. Any gesture by the International Monetary Fund,
World Bank, Bank for International Settlements, InterAmerican Development Bank et al, to invite (“entrap”) the
Texas Depository to establish links should be immediately
denied.

Is this McRaven’s notion of what Texas should hold from his
secretive New York pals, instead of holding the physical gold
on site in Texas---?

As Ben Cartwright owner of the Ponderosa of “Bonanza” TV
series exclaimed--- “I need twenty five thousand dollars in
gold, not paper!”
Mister McRaven, as a globalist internationalist one-worlder
CFR member, should be ousted from his post as Chancellor of
the UT System, and ousted from the UTIMCO board. His
prestigious background is rendered bogus because he’s a oneworlder; ask him if we should withdraw from the U.N. Any

and all of the UTIMCO board members opposed to moving the
gold to Texas should be ousted, and any and all UTIMCO
directors who want this gold to remain part of the COMEX
system must be ousted as spurious fiduciaries as UTA gold is
most secure in Texas. Any and all regents of the UT System
opposing return of this gold to Texas must be ousted, and any
and all regents of the UT System insisting this gold remain part
of the COMEX system must also be ousted/evicted; that is, if
the Legislature and the Governor care to do what’s best for
Texas---because gold price shorting and globalism are not
what’s best for Texas! Next we discover that this sinful and
heartless globalist McRaven is opposed to “campus carry” in
Second Amendment rights! No, students should be disarmed
so a second Charles Whitman, revved up on some hideous
psychiatric “medication,” can come in and mow them down!
(Then the media ignores that the wonder drug caused the
rampage!) What you want to bet this McRaven carries a
weapon, because he feels his (elitist/globalist) life is of more
value than that of any commoner? Yeah baby! Commoners
could just be soaked in pitch and set ablaze to illuminate their
chateaus! Is he also opposed to the Texas “Castle Doctrine”
on using deadly force to protect oneself in their own
habitation; however, the Castle Doctrine would apply to
himself and his gold suppressing pals, huh? His Clintonesque
ideas on firearms wouldn’t be welcome in Gun Barrel City in

Henderson County or in Cut and Shoot in Montgomery
County. McRaven was awarded both the Navy Expert
Rifleman Medal and the Navy Expert Pistol Shot Medal! A
better idea of a rifleman is always Lucas McCain, no relation
to warmonger Arizona politician John McCain, whose Navy
Admiral father was in The Pilgrims 1969 list. To borrow John
Wayne as Texas Ranger Jake Cutter in “The Comancheros”
(1961) to rebut McRaven---“Texas needs every man and every
gun!”
McRaven announced his support for Hillary Clinton; seen
together here. Wealth Daily site expressed a link between the
right to own guns and the right to own gold. That matter was
well recognized in late Colonial times as the British became
ever more tyrannical over the Colonies.
Horizon Firearms is owned by the same people who own
Texas Precious Metals. That happens to be David Kaspar,
head of Kaspar Companies with seven subsidiaries including
Texas Precious Metals. They’d prefer to sell to carry holders
than to see McRaven have his way and everyone besides
Redcoats be disarmed. An interesting board member of
Kaspar Companies is David Jamail, who started with Paine
Webber and E.F. Hutton on Wall Street. In 2004 an arbitration
panel assessed an $11 million penalty against Jamail; no, I
don’t know what ensued afterwards. He appears to be

prosperous. He may be related to Houston lawyer Joe Jamail
who was known as the “king of torts.” Four of ten board
members of Kaspar Companies are family members.
If I don’t mention it a critic will lambaste me so; in May 2011,
McRaven lead the group that achieved Osama Bin Laden’s
death. But we must not be fooled by false patriotism;
McRaven is a globalist and not just a CFR member, but a CFR
director and being in its management, is most likely to be a
Pilgrims Society member and therefore a believer in the
perverse idea that we should be “recovered” by England. We
have perpetual wars for perpetual “peace” and I wouldn’t
concur with McRaven’s views on the story behind 9-11. Tom
Kean, former New Jersey Governor, Pilgrims Society member
chaired the 911 Commission that did what the Warren
Commission did on the JKF assassination---hide the facts.
Kean is a Roosevelt relative and FDR allowed the Japanese
“sneak” attack on Pearl Harbor so we could enter World War
Two to fight for Roosevelt’s British senior partners to give
them excuse to start the United Nations! Then two FDR sons
became Pilgrims members and a daughter in law! McRaven
isn’t likely to agree on Pearl Harbor either but why would he?
Globalists and British sympathizers for McRaven; as a hero I’ll
take Audie Murphy from Farmersville Texas, who as an

infantryman killed 240 German soldiers in World War II, and
wounded and captured dozens more. McRaven is more like
Colonel William Tavington from “The Patriot,” because the
CFR is a British influence front.

Glenn Hegar, Texas State Comptroller since 2014 whose office
is supposed to oversee the Texas Bullion Depository, is a
believer in gun ownership rights, to the contrary of McRaven,
and it should be assumed that Hegar’s views on the UTIMCO
gold don’t concur with those of McRaven. State Senator Lois
Kolkhorst, Republican from Brenham and cosponsor of the
Bullion Depository bill with Capriglione, is a member of the
National Rifle Association. The Houston Chronicle of May 26,
2015 quoted Kolkhorst---“New York will hate this.” Now, can

Kolkhorst, Capriglione and Governor Abbott get on with the
business of purifying the presently perverse UTIMCO board?
Kolkhorst (next) speaks of “protecting our critical property
rights” OK so implement the great suggestions in this
“handbook” on the Bullion Depository and the state
environment surrounding it!

Just thinking about this McRaven character is akin to being
“cat raked,” a slave punishment in old plantation times in
which the victim’s back was laid open by the claws of an angry
tomcat being dragged across it! Except in his case, it would be
a bobcat! McRaven reminds me of a pro wrestler I once saw
being interviewed who bragged, “If I continue becoming more

superior by the moment---why the things I could do---like
maybe a God could do!” In 1984 part of a tree fell on Greg
Abbott, which left him in a wheelchair. We can certainly think
of other more deserving persons who lamentably, cannot take
his place in that accident. Fire ants aren’t a native Texas
species; neither are these sorry globalists who should be
exiled from Texas. Edgar Allen Poe would have been fearful of
this McRaven! And the words of Shakespeare come to mind--“Tis now the witching time of night and hell itself breathes out
contagion to this world.”
Foreign Policy Magazine, globalist hack journalists, awarded
McRaven its “Top 100 Global Thinkers Award,” gee! I submit
that this man has no business heading a great Texas
institution because as a globalist, why continue to have a
Texas at all besides in future history books? Doesn’t he view
Texas only as “zone so-and-so” in a schemed British controlled
North American Union? Will McRaven suggest an All Seeing
Eye atop a pyramid sculpture in the foyer of the Depository, if
he and his pals get their way as to continued linkage of the
gold to COMEX, and the Depository run by an “outside firm?”
To what lengths does this profound gold swindle go?
McRaven is on the Defense Innovation Advisory Board with
Amazon titan Jeff Bezos, who is most likely a Pilgrims Society

member, as he’s too big a wheel to not be. Mc prefix names
are often unusual, but the “raven” in his handle is just too
much; it’s suggestive of the old “Dark Shadows” TV series.
With his views and his position, he fits quite appropriately
into this hellscape of festering monetary subversion.
Actor Gert Frobe as Auric Goldfinger in the famous 1964
James Bond movie about invading Fort Knox---his real life
counterparts at this moment, based in New York, London,
Washington D.C., Chicago and Austin Texas, are scheming to
turn the Texas Bullion Depository into an entry vestibule
straight down into hell---

The lure for having an outside firm come in to manage the
Depository is of course to save the Texas Treasury the funds
needed to launch the Depository; however, caution in
selection is paramount. The Texas Tribune, October 30, 2015,
mentioned this unsettling item---

“Along with ideas on the depository’s design, Hegar requested
thoughts on whether the state should vie for membership in
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s COMEX platform, where
gold futures contracts are traded. The question is crucial to
whether Texas will be able to achieve a widely reported
declaration by Abbott’s office in June that Texas would
“repatriate $1 billion of gold bullion from the Federal Reserve
in New York to Texas.”
Glenn Hegar best beware of input of “requested thoughts”
from self serving interests who are in this network exerting to
impede gold price advances! In “The Gold Detector” episode
of “Bonanza” we find--“It has long been suspected that certain invisible rays
emanate from gold greatly affecting human beings, causing
excitement, lust, avarice!”
What has Glenn Hegar MISSED? Didn’t he read the language
of the Bullion Depository bill, banning derivatives, swaps,

leasing et cetera? Why does a news source think Texas gold
can’t be stored in Texas unless the new facility is a COMEX
member? Pilgrims Society member Alfred Hayes of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York was the architect of the
gold swap system involving 16 central banks including the BIS,
Bank for International Settlements. Pilgrims Society members
are opposed to Americans owning gold domestically and
outside of the country also. Hegar---

Someone has been waiting to see if I mention of bitcoin---do I
have to? It is not my cup of tea and many prominent voices
concur. It’s not like we’re a bunch of half wits who haven’t
learned to right click.
The Texas Legislature should pass a resolution demanding a
Congressional probe into The Pilgrims Society! That would stir
up more hornets than a Federal Reserve and Fort Knox audit
trebled! The leading New York bankers have been members

for 113 years and nearly no one has heard of this group linking
us directly to England, who also sends Rhodes scholars like Bill
Clinton over here to help “guide” us back to British rule.
Globalists, gun grabbers, vaccine pushers, one worlders,
internationalists, interventionists, warmongers and monetary
subversion activists arguing to maintain COMEX control over
this gold! They are the human (?) counterparts to the deadly
brain eating amoeba known to be present in many Texas
lakes. A 1953 movie came to mind and even Jesus ran the
money changers out of the temple with a whip---

You don’t need to point the high powered solar telescope at
the McDonald Observatory in West Texas atop the 6,791 foot
tall Mount Locke in Jeff Davis County, towards Austin, to see
that carpetbaggers are descending on Texas from up North,
intending to plunder gold again!
On June 11, 1865, over 60% of the gold and silver, around
$17,000 in the Texas Treasury was robbed by a gang led by

someone called Captain Rapp. Most of the money was never
recovered. On September 18, 1877, a band of six outlaws led
by Texas crook Sam Bass robbed $60,000 in newly minted gold
coins from the San Francisco Mint at Big Springs Nebraska
from a Union Pacific train. In 1884 robbers stole around
$10,000 in gold coins from First National Bank of Bowie,
Texas; they were caught and hanged. On March 8, 2014, the
Houston Chronicle reported Kelvin O’Brien received a life
sentence for masterminding $17 million of gold stolen from a
ten year period from various jewelry store break-ins. In one
instance O’ Brien sold 99 pounds of gold to Millennium
Precious Metals in Dallas. Rapp, Bass and O’ Brien and the
rest were small operators---New York big shots are the
experts at ripping gold off!

Bruce Zimmerman was until recently chief investment officer
of UTIMCO. Previously Zimmerman held significant positions
in such Pilgrims Society entities as Citigroup and JP Morgan
Chase. However, Zimmerman resigned from UTIMCO in
October 2016. Could he have resigned in protest over the
Texas Bullion Depository being born? Zimmerman is a Duke
University graduate, strongly associated with tobacco and
electric power magnate Benjamin Duke (1855-1929, Pilgrims
Society), whose daughter married into the Drexel-Biddle line
(Pilgrims Society), strongly associated with Nicholas Biddle,
the arch-criminal who was president of the second United
States Bank. After President Jackson forced the Bank’s closure
in 1836, Biddle started illicitly buying land in Pennsylvania
with worthless banknotes residual from its operation,
supremely conning those who accepted them. From The
Pilgrims 1924 New York excerpt; Bertron was a major
investment banker at 40 Wall Street; Berwind was the world’s
biggest coal operator and a director of J.P. Morgan &
Company and many other interests; Betts descended from a
Federal judge (term 1826-1867) in the U.S. District Court for
the Southern District of New York---where silver antitrust
lawsuits are consistently squelched! Nicholas Biddle would
agree that the gold shouldn’t be moved to Texas!

President Jackson in eternity, looking at the scene,
Knowing gold & silver money is our only hope!
We must confront and stop the bogus money machine,
Else we tumble further down the slippery slope!
Unbacked currency is poisonous monetary dope!

The Biddle line devilishly intersected with that of Benjamin
Rush, “father of American psychiatry,” who personally

murdered at least 330 victims, most by bleeding them out but
some by mercury poisoning! To this day the seditious
American Psychiatric Association, which should be
aggressively legislated against, uses an artwork image of Rush
for their monthly journal, which is fit only to line the bottom
of bird cages---

In 1793 Rush was forced out of the Philadelphia College of
Physicians but in 1797, President Adams, who backed the first
United States Bank, appointed Rush treasurer of the U.S.
Mint! The second President Adams (1825-1829) connived
with Andrew Jackson’s enemies to steal the election---Jackson
won the popular vote---and Adams backed the second United
States Bank (central bank). Rush’s son Richard was appointed
Treasury Secretary by the second President Adams (18251829). Richard Rush defended the second United States Bank

(central bank!) Another Adams family member became a
Union Pacific Railroad director later in the 19 th century and
Charles Francis Adams IV, great, great grandson of the second
President Adams, became chairman of defense contracting
giant Raytheon; his name was in The Pilgrims leaked 1969,
1974 and 1980 rosters. John R. Drexel IV, descended from the
original mentor of J.P. Morgan Senior, and interested in global
seafloor mineral wealth, has been noted in recent years on
The Pilgrims U.S. executive committee. Notice that families
involved with central banks become very wealthy! His wife?
Jacqueline Astor of a $100 billion plus (in Manhattan alone)
contemporary fortune!

The Texas Tribune of October 30, 2015, front page, featured
these alarming remarks--“The new law does not require UTIMCO to move its gold to
the state’s depository. UTIMCO has said it will only do so
under two conditions: that it cost less to store the gold in
Texas than it does in New York and that the depository is a
member of COMEX. The Chicago Mercantile Exchange, also

known as the CME Group, did not respond to a request for
comment. Hegar’s office has not reached out to the exchange,
Willis said. Several companies told Hegar they were skeptical
that the Texas depository could ever gain membership in
COMEX, which currently requires that all its licensed gold
depositories be located within 150 miles of New York City.
“Texas may be too far outside that mileage parameter, unless
the State of Texas can make provisions for exceptions with
these organizations,” a U.S. subsidiary of Switzerland-based
Loomis International wrote. Addison-based Dillon Gage,
which runs private precious metal depositories in Delaware
and Toronto, noted that CME membership would give the
Texas depository a “certain reputational weight” and
predicted that the CME would likely waive its geographic
restrictions “for a state-run depository.” Some warned that
Texas taking on UTIMCO’s gold might not be a good deal for
UTIMCO. “The State of Texas should carefully consider the
consequences of moving the gold bullion to Texas,” Delaware
Depository, a precious metals dealer, wrote. “The cost of
relocation, internal cost of storage, and negative impact on
liquidity may greatly exceed the storage savings.” A possible
compromise solution came from a U.S. subsidiary of Hong
Kong-based logistics and storage firm Malca-Amit, though
Texas lawmakers aren’t likely to welcome it. “Should the
state of Texas wish to establish a COMEX gold vault, in order

to expedite the process, Malca-Amit would happily operate
that vault within NYC on behalf of Texas,” the company
wrote.”
Happily send Texas down a greased pole into a sewer is more
like it.
The Texas Bullion Depository must never become a member
of the COMEX and based on the bill, wouldn’t qualify for
COMEX membership as supreme dishonesty is required!
Some shady claim jumpers and high graders want the gold and
would leave Texas with the tailings and the slag heap! These
offers all smell like skunk road kill. Loomis International uses
the familiar one-worlder pyramid image---they are Silver
Users Association members---

In late November 2016, a sneak thief stole 86 pounds of gold
from a Loomis armored car in Manhattan, while two Loomis
personnel casually chatted nearby. This is not any company to
trust with Texas gold! The video is here.

As a counter proposal, suppose Malca-Amit execs come to
Texas and dance barefoot in an expansive patch of goat head
stickers while Texas fiddlers play and kids toss firecrackers at
them?

The Texas gold would be better stored in an East Texas salt
dome than to go with the proposals of these characters! The
Morton Salt mine at Grand Saline, Texas, is 57 stories into the
ground. Malca Amit has vault facilities in Singapore. Do you
know how fast China could destroy and/or take over
Singapore? What would be the accessibility of gold, platinum,
diamonds be in such eventuality? How can people be conned
to think that the more distant their precious metals are, the
more secure they become? It’s nauseating to see State
officials being razzed by spurious deals. Probably one of these
execs real names is Cheaty Lowsinker! Con men belong in the
old Presidio County Jail! If they get within 200 miles of the
Terlingua Texas chili cook-off, the spices could go flat! Let ‘em
feast on rotten buzzard! These out of state voices clamoring
to hold Texas gold elsewhere, because if it were vaulted in
Texas to hear them tell, it would likely turn into horse

manure, we can trust them as soon as we see a live dinosaur
making fresh tracks in the Paluxy River near Glen Rose.
Judge Roy Bean (1825-1903) of Val Verde County, who was
known as “the law west of the Pecos” would have looked
askance at these characters and thought no better of them
than of General Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna who pulverized
the Alamo and massacred 342 Texas patriots at Goliad three
weeks later!

Glenn Hegar is Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts (short
video) and a special election was held to take his seat in the
Texas Legislature when he became Comptroller in 2014.
Taking his place was Lois Kolkhorst, who partnered with
Capriglione in the Bullion Depository bill. Brink’s has also
offered to handle storage of this gold hoard. The chairman of
Brinks is a trustee of Colgate University, of the Colgate-

Palmolive fortune, with various Pilgrims Society members
associated with its founding such as financier Colgate Hoyt of
55 Wall Street who married General Sherman’s niece, the
same General Sherman who destroyed Georgia. Chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee was Senator John Sherman of
Ohio (General Sherman’s brother), who pushed the Coinage
Act of 1873, demonetizing silver and ruining the finances of at
least several million people, whose mortgages were
foreclosed as they couldn’t make payment in silver! They
suffered another enormous blow on the heels of the Civil
War! Colgate Hoyt was a director of Union Pacific and
Northern Pacific Railroads and his daughter Elizabeth Sherman
Hoyt married Sir Ronald Lindsay (Pilgrims), the British
Ambassador to America. John D. Rockefeller Jr. (Pilgrims as of
1907) was a pallbearer for Colgate Hoyt; you should see who
was listed next to him in The Pilgrims 1914 roster! One of
these Colgate relations was a founder of the New York Gold
Exchange and self-servingly “helped” Federal finances during
the Panic of 1873---silver demonetization---which these
interests were part of causing! I submit that such historical
background makes Brinks less than appealing. They’d be too
quick to hand over the gold to the Treasury Department five
minutes after an Executive Order issued at 3 AM Eastern time.
Brinks insisted that it has secure branches in Texas so a new
building is unnecessary. Whoops! Only a Texas company can

be 100% trusted by Texans. Brinks could say they got an order
from the Treasury Department to immediately move the gold
to D.C. and quote the grinning jackass TV newscaster Jon Scott
who when replying to a state attorney general about
Obamacare chuckled “Federal law trumps State law!” What
need for State laws then? John Sherman, large scale financial
criminal---

“The consequences of moving gold bullion to Texas”---those
are---WHAT? The Money Power’s price suppression of gold
will end sooner? They make it sound as if bringing the gold to
Texas would precipitate another Galveston disaster like the
1900 hurricane event which caused over 6,000 fatalities. Any
day now Texans may be subjected to obnoxious noises from
the Federal Ripoff Bank of Dallas that they also will be
“happy” to store the Texas gold. “One storage area could be
in North Texas” we read in a Fort Worth Star Telegram blurb;

so, if in North Texas, why not save the expense of construction
and have the Dallas Fed Bank “host” the gold? Sure, toss your
pet dog to the wolves! Pirate Jean Lafitte once resided at
Galveston and inasmuch as he helped Andrew Jackson defeat
the British invasion at New Orleans in 1815, we’d think better
of Lafitte than the fraudster squad at the Dallas FED bank,
which is the Lee Harvey Oswald of Texas in monetary affairs,
so to speak!
The aforementioned article noted that Texas Precious Metals
(top rated by Better Business Bureau) offered to build a
46,000 square foot “independent depository” most likely near
their HQ in Shiner, Texas, between Houston and San Antonio.
Another item mentions that a total of 14 companies have
offered to construct the State Depository; no specific names.
You are tempted to think that finding out might be like
turning over a rock and seeing a centipede squirming.
Relatives of people managing the Depository must receive
special protection and be highly cautious about their
movements and those of their children. There should be
notable penalties for anyone interfering with depositors
legitimate business. The April 1933 issue of National
Geographic Magazine article, “Huge Vaults of the Bank of
France” described a dauntingly formidable construction 200
feet below the streets of Paris, protected by a rock layer 50

feet thick above the chambers and surrounded by 20 feet of
steel reinforced concrete with a system in place to rapidly
flood the vaults with water from the Seine River.
The history of monetary manipulation is very profound. By
December 1914 the Indian Specie Bank was drained of over
800 tons of silver by the Silver Syndicate. The British control
over India ruined Chunilal Suraya. The Texas Bullion
Depository must have all possible protections and boosters.
Accordingly, Texas legislators must pass a resolution and
encourage other States to do likewise, that the United States
Department of Defense must enter the open market and start
acquiring physical silver for a renewed national strategic
stockpile.
What’s going on all gets down to one big fact---The Pilgrims
Society and its influence circles over these United States
always acts to prevent capital formation on the part of all
outsiders! Naturally they have nightmares about Texans
awakening to gold and silver and the same thing taking root in
other states! The drift from UTIMCO is that the majority of its
board members want the gold to be available for COMEX price
suppression; now we behold a veritable “BASKET OF
DEPLORABLES” arguing to keep UTIMCO gold in the strangling
tendrils of COMEX clutches. Somebody needs to hop on a

bottle cap and drift out to sea---after contracting tularemia
and lyme disease from a tick in the East Texas Piney Woods,
taking a puss caterpillar sting and being rump bitten by an
alligator snapping turtle! William P. Miller II, a prospective
Pilgrims Society member, is a CME Group (owns COMEX)
director and is connected to the Rockefeller Foundation.
Even a flea bitten range bum wrangler with Red Man chewing
tobacco in his hip pocket from the 350,000 acre 6666 Ranch in
the Panhandle in West Texas could see the attempted fraud of
the forces working to influence the Texas Bullion Depository.
Even his horse on loco weed could see it! This chuck wagon
has to be cleaned up! No Tony Lama brand engraved West
Texas boots for undesirables! Let ‘em nap in a patch of bull
nettle!

Reading this 302 word quotation from the Texas Tribune
induces a queasy sensation. Gold needs no reputational
weight from COMEX nor does the great State of Texas;
especially since so many recognize it as the CRIMEX. To the
fairplay community, COMEX reputation is on par with fly

swarming restaurant dumpster garbage! Notice the UTIMCO
board, or at least evidently a majority of its members,
probably above all this McRaven, who comes off like a spooky
benighted spirit emitting foul odors from an Edgar Allan Poe
nightmare and spreading bedeviling enchantment in a
perverse 360 degree radius for hundreds of miles, are insisting
this gold remain part of the (gold suppressing) COMEX system!
They mention “consequences” to Texas if the gold is moved to
Texas; more like consequences to the gold suppressors of
finally losing control. Gold has to be in a COMEX affiliated
vault---to be considered worth anything? How do Chinese,
Indians and Mexican citizens feel about that? Germans?
About Malca-Amit, may we ask, do they have their staff
instructed in the “gravel maggots” self defense system? A
2014 news item reported that a pink diamond valued at $50
million, owned by a South African dealer, “vanished from
storage facility” in Geneva----operated by----Malca-Amit. The
diamond’s owner branded Malca-Amit “a bunch of thieves.”
Malca-Amit insisted the diamond was worth only $5 million--are they chiselers? Do they misspeak? Do they return
avoirdupois ounces instead of troy and keep the difference?
And they want to “take care of” the UTIMCO gold. A trade
publication showed Malca-Amit in a better light; however,
they are an advertiser. The South African dealer posted a

rebuttal to the Malca-Amit claims as to their choir boy purity
status. I haven’t seen any resolution news on this situation or
any news past 2014; best that Texas decline business with MA
including if the controversy is resolved to their favor. It also
suggests that Texans should protest the dumb USA foreign aid
“programs!” Sylla Diamond site says “Warning Red Flagged”
about Malca Amit. The respondent insists the gem is worth
ten percent of the complainant’s figure. It tempts the
justifiably cynical to wonder if the respondent was the source
years ago of the idea for the old flim-flam bilking swindle of
fast food drink cups in which the cup could be filled to barely
two-thirds capacity, yet consumers were told it was a full
serving---

If this Texas gold were “happily vaulted” by Malca Amit, and
Texas gave notice of taking delivery, would the “malcontents”
at Malca Amit start sputtering that (like the diamond in
question), the gold was worth only ten percent of what Texas
entered into their facility? Or that it wasn’t there at all,
because some third party came and “legitimately” withdrew it
for City of London price control?
Shlomo Malca a VP of Malca Amit, was with twenty reps of
Scotia Bank (Silver Users Association) at the India
International Gold Convention in 2013 and others from

Barclays, JP Morgan, Citigroup, World Gold Council et al--antagonists of rising metals prices---were there. If the
UTIMCO gold gets stored in Texas and without linkage to
COMEX trickery, it will add to fundamentals pressuring for
elevated gold prices! I don’t see Malca-Amit as any ally of the
citizens of Texas! They could point to many jewelers who’ll
holler about them the way teenage girls did about Elvis and
the Beatles, but where monetized gold bullion is concerned, I
strongly recommend “NO” to those who overbearingly chide
Texas that its gold should be stored far away. Pirates,
brigands and corsairs are still among us and they have more
twists than a pretzel factory. Don’t be surprised if dirty
megabank Wells Fargo steps up crowing about how it should
store the Texas gold in San Francisco!

Even famed Texas killer John Wesley Hardin who eventually
was gunned down in El Paso in 1895, had a sliver of
respectability---he passed the Texas Bar legal exam. Where

gold is concerned we must be especially cautious and not
squat with spurs on. There are cotton mouths and coral
snakes in the Big Thicket who’d be poisoned if they bit these
monetary marauders. And maybe the fabled Mexican
chupacabra will travel north to holiday with them---

Dillon Gage is “in” with COMEX. Sure they have to be in order
to not have the type of stupid avoidable price decline issue
that sunk Tulving! But Texas gold in any COMEX vault is a bad
deal for Texas. The whole sardonic brouhaha of “Texas can’t
be trusted with its own gold” put out by these self portrayed
mature, wise and worthy social register out-of-staters
proffering themselves as infinitely more qualified to store
Texas gold than Texans, makes us have more respect for the
convulsing drunk sliding across the barroom floor in his own

puke than for them! Texas has a feral (wild) hog problem.
Texas would do better to let the stinking hogs---whether at
the rooter or the tooter end of the hogs--- be caretakers of the
gold than any of these “distinguished” organizations. An
earlier lawsuit by an Ohio jeweler over another pink diamond
shipped to a New York dealer ended with a jury awarding
almost $7 million in damages to the Ohio firm after the New
York dealer said the package arrived empty. It seems that
where great value is present, trust issues are sometimes
encountered. Texas for Texans---New Yorkers for New York.
How about the UTIMCO gold be returned to Texas---without
any COMEX affiliation---and additionally, let Manhattanites
store their gold in Texas instead while we tell them they can
hold gold certs we’ll issue! Redemption of the gold certs will
be in the form of treasure maps! It all seems so reasonable!
And we’ll rave with sarcastic ridicule when they exhibit the
“juvenile immaturity” to foolishly ask return of hard gold!
Texas would be better served storing gold 400 feet down in
The Devil’s Sinkhole in Edwards County! Larcenous con men
are always ready to “help” those with assets---

Maybe Texas would be better off having “Night Gallery” types
like Billie Sol Estes (con man) Allen Stanford (the Bernard
Madoff of Texas); Ken Lay of ENRON and T. Cullen Davis (tried
for murder) as managers of an “outside firm” overseeing the
gold, with another Charles Whitman (1966 mass killing in
Austin from the University Tower) providing armed security!
The Victoria Advocate, July 30, 2016, in a spurious diatribe
entitled “Texas Has No Business Panning for Gold,” very
brazenly came out against the Bullion Depository with jive
statements like “it doesn’t make financial sense for taxpayers”
and “gold is more of a romantic than practical investment!”
Time for the small town newspaper, mispackaged counterfeit
Texans in a failing industry superannuated by technology, to
relocate to somewhere within 150 miles of New York City!

They can use cow pasture barbed wire for dental floss and
munch on some central Texas hill country Llanite so a dentist
can clean up! We are reminded of the “bad companions”
mentioned by John Wayne as Texas Ranger captain Jake
Cutter in “The Comancheros” (1961). The six foot, three inch
Stanford was severely beaten by another inmate five months
after starting his 110 year sentence for causing investors $8
billion in losses. That’s the equivalent of 8,000 millionaires
busted to zero! People are known to commit suicide, and
have heart attacks and paralyzing strokes due to stress caused
them by such chiseling lowlifes! Too bad the other inmate
didn’t have a jar of “cow killer” ants to toss onto Stanford.
People like Stanford should be handed over to their aggrieved
victims. Or belly buster off the 570 foot San Jacinto
Monument at LaPorte, Texas. He best watch out someone
doesn’t put a Texas cicada killer wasp tail end up his nostril---

At http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1327421/AllenStanford-beaten ---he sustained broken bones in the punching
and stomping--- note the basin ready to catch the financial
criminal’s puke---he looks like he’s in shock---next time he’ll
ride a red hot razor blade into a pool of acid---

Is there a moral to this Stanford story of financial
malfeasance?
Where is Walker, Texas Ranger when we need him?
“What do you suppose hell is gonna look like?”
---Richard Boone in “Hombre” 1967
Jeffrey D. Hildebrand is chairman of UTIMCO but it’s McRaven
who has the most Establishment connections by far (as a high
level flunky) with Hobson close behind. Hildebrand, an energy
producer, is a director of the Houston Police Foundation.
Maybe he can give them a lecture about respecting private
property rights of Texans to own gold and silver without being
accused of money laundering, narcotics, terrorism, organized
crime (or contempt of cop!) Kyle Bass is similarly involved

with the Texas Department of Public Safety Foundation. My
cynicism causes me to figure these wealthy men have these
involvements so they can get additional protection without
having to pay for it. Forbes as of 2015 estimated Hildebrand
as worth $6.3 billion through Hilcorp, the biggest privately
owned oil company in America. He’s a member of Houston
Energy Finance Group. Hildebrand due to his wealth is a
potential Pilgrims Society member because they recruit
people with big wealth profiles. J.D.H.---

Of David J. Beck, prominent Houston attorney and UTIMCO
director is on the board of visitors (“big shots”) to the world
famous M.D. Anderson Cancer Center. This Center disparages
any naturalistic approach to management of neoplastic
growths. That’s predictable; how will the greedy medical
community soak up the public wealth if people avoid doctors
and use natural substances? No prescription is necessary for
these and the ravenous MD’s resent it. The Pharma

companies are lobbying Congress to make vitamins off limits
absent a prescription, a move likewise favored by the grasping
MD’s. The plan is to jack prices up 2,000 percent! I had
dealings with one such local to me and I indicated to him that
he couldn’t hoodwink me in his belittling of thiamine.
Medical greed, financial greed, suppression of gold prices.
These things are all close cousins because they all have the
effect of concentrating wealth in fewer hands. A prominent
Pharma investor is on the M.D. Anderson board of visitors.
This institution is heavily biased. In 2004 Beck was appointed
by Supreme Court Chief Justice William Rehnquist (Pilgrims
Society) “to the prestigious Judicial Conference Standing
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure.” Beck---

Phil Adams, UTIMCO director and somewhat of an insurance
kingpin and member of the Texas Public Policy Foundation, is
a director of the large Scott & White Health Plan also on the

vaccine pushing bandwagon. What’s his position on the
UTIMCO gold? Does he feel it should remain part of the
COMEX system? Overwhelmingly the USA medical
establishment is the same as the gold/silver suppression,
because all the trails lead back to this one group I pound the
drums about---The Pilgrims Society. Dr. Russell Bellamy was a
founding member of the group’s New York branch in January
1903. He had a high profile ancestry and was physician to
other members, who must have realized the great potential
for wealth transfer through medicine. Robert C. Robbins the
CEO of Texas Medical Center in Houston is a director of the
Houston branch of the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank. His view
on remonetization of gold and silver is-----what? Yes, you did
hear a rattle. And a hiss! Yonder scurries a scorpion to confer
with a web spinning black widow and a brown recluse spider!
And the Tarantula Train honks!
We mentioned Adams involvement with the Texas Public
Policy Foundation, whose stated goals are “liberty, personal
responsibility and free enterprise.” But just how factual is this
in regard to the Texas Bullion Depository? I found no mention
of it at the TPPF site; however, I noticed the TPPF is chaired
by---Dr. Wendy Gramm! That’s the wife of ex-Senator Phil
Gramm and she was scandalously an ENRON board of
directors member! She chaired the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission during 1988 to 1993, covering for the

lengthy ongoing suppression of gold and silver prices! Adams
association with Wendy Gramm strongly suggests he’s one of
the UTIMCO board members wanting the gold to either
remain in New York or insisting that the Texas Bullion
Depository be HIJACKED into the COMEX system! She was
once on the board of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, which
became the CME Group and acquired COMEX!

Phil Adams---

There is the concern that the eruption of scandal in unfunded
bullion gold and silver claims may coincide with outbreak of
war overseas followed immediately by a Federal national
emergency declaration. This declaration would accomplish
several sinister objectives. One, to get financial criminals
(Federal Reserve activists) off the hook for their unlawful
actions; and two, to provide excuse for gold to be seized
under pretext of monetary emergency and silver to be seized
under pretext of military emergency.
The July 5, 2015, edition of PBS, Public Broadcasting Service
quoted Edwin Truman, a senior economics research fellow at
the Peterson Institute for International Economics remarking
as a flunky for this luciferian welter of corruption--“Just moving it (the gold) would be pretty expensive and
unless Texas is anticipating withdrawing from the union,

which I suspect is what some people want, I don’t see what
advantage it is.”
Would moving the gold to Texas be as expensive as NEVER
GETTING IT BACK?
He calls to mind something I wrote in February 2004--“As the economist wipes the pus from his eyes;
We look at him, and he’s covered with flies!
He stands in supreme disgrace;
Lying for bankers all over the place!

Truman, a possible relative in that Presidential family, was
with the Federal Reserve from 1977 to 1998 then rodent like
he scurried over to the Treasury till 2001. The PBS has had its
share of CFR and a few Pilgrims members on its board over
the years. The Peterson Institute was founded by Peter G.
Peterson, Commerce Secretary in 1972 to 1973. In 1985 to
2007 he assumed the role of chairman of the Council on
Foreign Relations handed to him by his fellow Pilgrims Society
member David Rockefeller as the CFR is at all times a 100%
Pilgrims Society controlled front. During 1999 to 2003
Peterson chaired the gold stealing Federal Reserve Bank of

New York. For details on Peterson see “Silver Squelchers
#24.” Peterson is the multi-billionaire founder of The
Blackstone Group. The Peterson Institute founded by “the
most influential billionaire in U.S. Politics” The Peterson
Institute board of directors has execs from Dow Chemical
(“ex” Silver Users Association member); JP Morgan Chase;
Citigroup; Morgan Stanley; Goldman Sachs; World Bank;
Treasury Department; Google; identified Pilgrims Society
members there include David Rockefeller, former FED chief
Paul Volcker and former Treasury Secretary George P. Shultz;
and highly likely Pilgrims member there is Douglas Flint,
chairman of HSBC London, whose USA subsidiary is storing the
UTIMCO gold! So the Peterson Institute assigns one of its
regiment of flunkies to insist there’s no sound reason for
Texas gold to be moved to Texas! We are supposed to
swallow there’s no ulterior motive on his and their part! Also
adding deadly icing to this lethal cake is the matter of Sir Alan
Greenspan, Knight of the British Empire, ex FED chief, also
being a Peterson Institute director; Greenspan is a highly
prospective Pilgrims Society member! The emblem of the
Peterson Institute calls to mind images of the rampaging robot
automaton “KRONOS,” from the classic 1957 science fiction
film about a giant alien device sent to earth to absorb all the
electric power; except in this case, the goal is to absorb
wealth---

WHOOPS! Let’s not omit to mention that another Peterson
Institute director is Lynn Forester De Rothschild, prime Hillary
Clinton backer whose husband, Sir Evelyn De Rothschild, is as
big a nominee for Pilgrims Society membership in London as
we’ve ever seen; his father, Anthony Gustav De Rothschild,
was in The Pilgrims London 1957 leaked roster.

Sucking silver out of China, pushing opium over there!
Demonetize silver in America, Rothschild’s a trillionaire!
Let all the world’s little people sink in despair!
We’re the world’s bankers---you’re in our crosshair!
The son in law of Edmund Rothschild became chairman of the
huge silver antagonistic Barclays Bank. Marcus Agius, with
roots tracing back nearly 2,000 years in ancient Roman Britain,
is another highly likely member---

It does appear that the participants in the annual “Rattlesnake
Roundup” out of Sweetwater, Texas, should give thought to
certain two legged rattlers in business suits over in Austin and
their ominous links to far more hazardous characters
elsewhere. It reminds me of the country western character I
had a talk with years ago in the former Llano Uplift Café when
he added “fliptraps” to my vocabulary. He explained that
when the trap door on a gallows is sprung, a hanging takes
place; and that fliptraps are people who deserve hanging!
Someone wants to turn the Depository into---a suppository;
this must not be permitted. The International Business Times
called it a “Repository.” To Texas State legislators and other
state officials, the people of the great State of Texas quote
Richard Boone as Paladin in “Have Gun Will Travel,” episode
“Incident in Laredo”--“I HOPE YOU HAVE NOTHING FOOLISH IN YOUR MIND!”
In his inaugural address in December 1844, Anson Jones, the
last President of the Republic of Texas, warned of--“THE FALLACY AND DANGER OF A FICTITIOUS PAPER
CURRENCY HAVING BEEN DEMONSTRATED BY EVERY
CIVILIZED NATION UPON THE EARTH, AND TEXAS HAVING
ONCE PARTICIPATED IN THIS DEMONSTRATION, SHOULD

NOW ABANDON THE EXPERIMENT AND RESORT IN TIME TO
WHAT THE EXPERIENCE OF THE PAST HAS CONCLUSIVELY
SHOWN TO BE THE ONLY SAFE EXPEDIENT FOR
GOVERNMENTS---A HARD MONEY CURRENCY AS
CIRCULATING MEDIUM.”
We remind the Texas Legislature and Governor that this
means Texans must be at liberty to either come into the
Bullion Depository, or remain outside of it and use gold and
silver (and platinum group metals) as in person payment to
those willing to accept it, which by rights will be more and
more individuals and businesses. Some of those accepting
payment in hand will choose to deposit their hard metal in the
State Bullion Depository. Just use free market methods at all
times, OK? And don’t bust wheels off people’s wagons!

If you reside in Texas please contact your legislators and ask
them to enact these reforms without delay, because those
who desire these reforms greatly outnumber the obscene
reprobate parasites opposing them. If you live in another
state, ask your legislature there to enact similar reforms. If

you think this presentation has important points, please ask
websites to link or otherwise provide coverage.
Contact your Legislators--http://www.fyi.legis.state.tx.us/Home.aspx
History of silver suppression--www.silverstealers.net
www.nosilvernationalization.org
Song---“Texas, Our Texas”--https://www.youtube.com/

Parting shot---any entities who set out years ago to hold silver
made a mistake if they didn’t set out at the beginning to
acquire as much of the 1964 and earlier silver coinage as
possible! This form of silver is now fairly scarce on the market
compared to the availability of bullion. Silver dimes are the
most fractionated form of precious metal and approximately
1,400 dimes equals the silver content of a single 100 ounce

bar. Numismatic starter sets of coin series will always be in
demand and having bought common dates only the additional
gains are assured. And do you know the origin of “parting
shot?” It’s a corruption of “Parthian shot,” an ancient group
of people who controlled the region of Iraq and Iran long ago
and defeated the Romans in battle in 53 BC. As the Parthians
galloped away on horseback they fired a “parting shot” of a
volley of arrows. The Romans under Marcus Crassus couldn’t
close on the Parthians who had many extra arrows, and the
Romans were almost completely wiped out. The Parthians
used silver coins.
Now fire your parting shot at those who’d corrupt the Texas
Bullion Depository; contact your State lawmakers with these
suggestions.

In his large scale 1960 film “The Alamo,” filmed near
Brackettville, Texas and personally funded by himself at risk of
bankruptcy, John Wayne as Davy Crockett said--“As a matter of fact, I’m talking about all people everywhere.
When I come down here to Texas I was looking for something,
I didn’t know what. It seems like you added up my life and I
spent it all either stomping other men, or in some cases
getting stomped. Had me some money, and had me some
medals. But none of it seemed a lifetime worth the pain of the

mother that bore me. It’s like I was empty. Well I’m not empty
any more. That’s what’s important. To feel useful in this old
world. To hit a lick against what’s wrong, or to say a word for
what’s right, even though you get walloped for saying that
word. I may sound like a bible beater yelling up a revival at a
river crossing camp meeting, but that don’t change the truth
none. There’s right and there’s wrong. You gotta do one or the
other. You do the one and you’re living. You do the other and
you may be walking around but you’re dead as a beaver hat.”

ACTION PLAN FOR ENHANCING THE TEXAS STATE
BULLION DEPOSITORY
& BULLION DEPOSITORIES IN OTHER U.S. & MEXICAN
STATES & CANADIAN PROVINCES
Please choose at least ten issues and contact your state
legislators for action!

“The great misfortune is that a notion obtains with
those in power that the people require more governing
than is necessary. To govern well is a great science, but
no country is ever improved by too much governing.”

---Sam Houston (1793-1863), a hero of the War of 1812
who became number one military, monetary and
political protégé of General and President Andrew
Jackson; Member of the House of Representatives from
Tennessee (1823-1827); 7th Governor of Tennessee
(1827-1829); military leader of Texas forces in the Battle
of San Jacinto in 1836, defeating the invading Army of
Mexico, with a fatality ratio of 59 to 1 in favor of the
Texas forces and taking 730 enemy prisoners; member
of Texas House of Representatives (1839-1841); first
President (1836-1838) of the Republic of Texas, winning
by 79% of the votes; became 3rd President (1841-1844)
of the Republic of Texas, cleaning up the monetary
mess left by paper money freak Mirabeau B. Lamar;
Houston was the most prominent leader in Texas for
joining the United States; extremely prominent leader
in affairs pertaining to the Mexican-American War of
1846-1848 (caused by the United States annexing
Texas), which resulted in the addition of more than
900,000 square miles to United States territory; U.S.
Senator from Texas (1846 to spring 1847; again, fall
1847 to 1859); Governor of the State of Texas (18591861); only person to have been Governor of two States

and President of a separate Republic! America’s fourth
largest city bears his name and a 67 foot tall statue in
his honor stands by the highway at Huntsville, Texas!
The San Jacinto Monument, commemorating his victory
over the Mexican Army, is the tallest obelisk in America
at 15 feet higher than the Washington Monument (570
versus 555 feet). A large amount of gold and silver was
dispossessed from the Mexican Army at San Jacinto,
which went to Houston’s soldiers with some set aside to
start a Texas Navy. When Houston joined Andrew
Jackson’s command in 1812 he was paid one silver
dollar and at the victorious close of the war received
500 more! Houston would have been enthusiastic
about a Texas State Bullion Depository---provided that
all its aspects were respectful of free markets! The
Century Magazine, August 1884, page 503 stated that
after his awesome victory at the Battle of San Jacinto,
“GENERAL HOUSTON BECAME AT ONCE THE LEADING
MAN IN TEXAS, UNIVERSAL APPLAUSE FOLLOWING
HIM” and on page 505 Houston was identified as a “coin
patriot,” meaning a hard gold and silver money man---

During Houston’s second Presidency of the Republic of
Texas, the average annual government expenses were
reduced from $1,618,405 down to $170,361! Today
State of Texas debt per capita surpasses $10,000! Texas
has not seen Houston’s equal since!
http://www.usdebtclock.org/state-debt-clocks/stateof-texas-debt-clock.html

Personal Sovereignty Agenda for Texans!
Please choose at least ten issues and contact your state
legislators for action!

1) Abolish all civil asset forfeiture. No taking of any
aspect of a person’s net worth absent a criminal felony
conviction. We aren’t referring to misdemeanor fines.
Why should anyone deposit precious metals in the State
Bullion entity if their metal can be stripped from them
without a criminal conviction? Until CAF is eliminated
in Texas there is a limitation on motivation for
depositors!
2) Relax suspicions on cash and liberalize the use
thereof; it will cause more good than harm. People
deserve some privacy. Why should citizens be treated
as likely criminals for depositing or withdrawing cash
from banks, when large businesses like Wal-Mart and
numerous others freely deal in large cash volumes?
Texas has a currency printing plant. If cash is so evil,
why is the Federal government printing it?
3) The rhetoric and practice of the so-called War on
Drugs must be toned down. Police violence in the form
of overreaction in use of force must be lessened.
Penalties for nonviolent criminal offenders must be
reduced.

4) Scrap by overriding state law all obviously
confiscatory municipal fines for city code violations.
Abolish petty, nitpicking code violations and bar cities
from allowing only short, sudden notice to residents to
come up to code. On vehicles used by code inspectors,
require a painted notice, “I am your servant not your
master.” Make code inspectors pass an attitude test for
courtesy to the public. Suppose someone wanted to
buy bullion and deposit into the State Depository, but
couldn’t do so, because a tyrannical municipal authority
robbed him/her blind for petty code violations, or
seized their home due to inability to pay draconian
fines? Cities with high bond indebtedness must be
blocked by State law from despotically seizing funds
from residents. This is a serious issue and occurs in all
States!
5) Police officers, when psychologically unfit, can and
do become serious dangers to the public. Automobiles
are required to pass annual State inspection for safety
purposes. Unsafe autos can cause injury and death. All
law enforcement personnel must undergo annual
psychological evaluation to ascertain fitness and

continued fitness for this high power occupation. If
they can’t tolerate having uneventful shifts, they don’t
belong. Police who are fired from any department must
automatically forfeit their state peace officer’s
license/certification and also be barred from security
guard employment. Denying them a carry permit at
that point should be considered.
6) Require all high school administrators of public and
private schools maintain database records of students
of both genders who acquire a reputation for being
hallway toughs. Football players with three or more
penalties for unnecessary roughness must be flagged in
the database. On application to police academy or
private security guard occupation, those flagged must
be 100% rejected without possibility of appeal,
including court appeal. Scholastic administrators must
be completely immune in such decisions.
7) Motorists must carry liability insurance. Police must
also be required to carry personal liability insurance in
event of serious mistreatment of the public. Doctors
carry medical liability insurance. There is no just basis
to soak the public when judgments are rendered against

law enforcement personnel, nor any basis to make
others carry their own liability insurance while they in
effect get to be an unreasonably protected class of
scofflaws! Everyone must be accountable for their
actions and no group must be preferentially excluded!
8) Texas residents are seriously damaged by
unreasonable insulation from consumer lawsuits
relating to vaccine injuries inflicted on children by
pharmaceutical giants, abetted by the Food and Drug
Administration and by bought-off members of Congress.
Full product liability must be restored so citizens rights
in the courts against Pharma aren’t compromised.
People with crippling medical costs can’t buy bullion
and store it in the new State Depository. No Texas
school children should face any mandatory vaccinations
and older pets should be allowed rabies vaccine
exemptions. http://www.texansforvaccinechoice.com/

9) In May 2011 there was an attempt made by the
Texas Legislature to prevent abuse of Texans by
Transportation Security Administration agents in regard
to fondling and invasive touching, calling for up to one
year of jail time for TSA employees if they commit such
offenses. The Federal government asserted the
Supremacy Clause of the Constitution (illegitimately of
course) and threatened to cancel flights out of Texas if
Texas passed the legislation (Texas HB 1937). The
legislation stalled in the Texas Senate. This battle must
be revived and before full action is taken, Texas must
enlist cooperation of at least nine other States to take
the same action. With at least ten States unified, the
Federal government would have to back down. In the
2011 incident, Republican State Senator Dan Patrick

indicated he lost the votes necessary because
lieutenant governor David Dewhurst accepted the
Federal ultimatum. Patrick is now lieutenant governor.
Dewhurst is an “ex” member of the Council on Foreign
Relations and is also “ex” CIA.

The State of Texas Legislature and Governor must issue
declarations promoting the following objectives--10) The Federal Government must conduct, with State
officials such as comptrollers, participating in an
unhindered audit of Fort Knox gold.
11) The Federal Government must conduct, with State
officials such as comptrollers, participating in an
unhindered audit of the Federal Reserve System,
especially the New York Federal Reserve Bank and the
District of Columbia headquarters.
12) The Federal Government, besides being enjoined
against forcibly removing precious metals, jewelry,
diamonds and other valuables from the Texas State
Bullion Depository, must also be enjoined against telling
Texans in all 254 counties owning precious metals

outside the State Bullion Depository that they must
remit their metals to the Federal Government.
13) No metals dealers anywhere in the State of Texas
must be told by Federal authorities that metals they
purchase from the public and business must remit said
metals to any agency of the Federal government,
Treasury, Defense, Homeland Security or Interior, or to
any new Federal agency or to any Federal Reserve
branch bank.
14) Texas government must be friendly towards all
citizens and businesses accepting and making payments
directly in precious metals. There must be no pressure
brought to bear to compel persons and businesses to
deposit their physical metals into the State Bullion
Depository.
15) Texas officials must warn the Postal Service and all
other shipping companies to not interfere in intrastate
nor interstate commerce to and from Texas regarding
shipments of precious metals.
16) Texas must warn the banking industry and the
Federal government to not compel Texas residents to

mandatory participation in any bank “bail-ins.” In the
event of “bail-ins,” the banks buildings, land ownings
and other assets including equipment, must be
immediately seized, and all credit card and mortgage
debt owed to such banks by Texas residents must be
deemed legally expunged.
“If I’d have thought about it I’d have brought
a loaded mortgage and shot him with that!”
actor James Coburn in
“Have Gun Will Travel,” December 26, 1959

17) UTIMCO board and management insisting that
Texas gold must remain linked to the COMEX system
must be ousted and replaced by persons looking out for
State interests rather than for Federal Reserve interests.
18) University of Texas at Austin Chancellor William
McRaven is on record opposing campus carry, and
against UTIMCO gold being de-linked from the COMEX.
Campus Carry gun laws are in effect in Texas, signed by
former Governor Rick Perry and supported by current
Governor Greg Abbott. Chancellor McRaven must be
ousted from all posts held in connection to the UT
System and UTIMCO as his views on gun rights and gold

clash with the best interests of the State of Texas and
its citizens.

19) HSBC Bank New York must be notified to
immediately deliver all UTIMCO gold to Texas state
officials including the State Comptroller, regardless of
whether the Texas Bullion Depository is completed.
The gold can be stored in a secure vault in Austin.
20) Outside firms offering to store Texas gold outside of
Texas must be 100% rebuffed. If they’re involved with

management of a Bullion Depository in Texas, they
must at all times be tightly monitored so nothing exits
the Depository absent full consent of any and all
depository agents and the depositors they serve.
21) The Silver Users Association must be blocked from
having any input into any State bullion depository, in
Texas or any other States. It recently changed its name
to Precious Metals Association of North America as a
public relations ploy; in the same sense that the Church
of England in America altered its name to Episcopal
Church during the Revolutionary War so as to take less
heat! The World Gold Council must have no input into
any State Bullion Depository.
22) The State of Texas must shield all its residents,
whether depositors in the State Bullion entity or not,
from any Federal seizure, nationalization, confiscation
or eminent domain in taking precious metals, under
declaration of wartime or other national emergency,
whether the reasons cited be monetary or military
emergency.
23) Texas officials must warn the Federal government,
including the Treasury and the State Department,

against obstructing U.S. citizens in other states, and
foreigners, from depositing precious metals into the
Texas State Bullion Depository. Capital controls must
not be used to block foreigners from depositing gold
with Texas.
24) Troubled pension funds should be allowed to
liquidate up to their entire remaining assets and
reinvest in hard precious metals.
25) Texas officials should form a liaison committee with
counterparts in other States including Mexico and
Canadian provinces to compare notes in the formation
and operation of bullion depositories and encourage
the regional Federal Reserve Banks to permanently shut
down.
26) Texas officials must hold a press conference,
(reluctantly covered by the New York media
conglomerates) that the United States Department of
Defense should go into the open market and start
sourcing .999 silver for a renewed strategic military
reserve/stockpile. These acquisitions must be made by
free market means only and absent any coercive threats
by the Federal government towards silver holders

and/or mine operators, and it must be by competitive
bid only; not in any way like the bogus Treasury silver
“auctions” (giveaways) to the Silver Users Association
(1967-1970) managed by the General Services
Administration.
27) Texas State government officials must form liaisons
to counterparts in the other 49 States and insist that
neither Congress nor the President take us into war
absent two-thirds consensus of the States, not just the
Senate.
28) The Seventeenth Amendment, the direct election of
Senators, must be scrapped, and again return to State
legislatures the power to select Senators to serve in the
national Congress. The Seventeenth Amendment
seriously weakened the Tenth Amendment which
covers states rights. Direct election of two Senators per
State allowed Wall Streeters to seize working control
over the national Senate. The 17th Amendment passed
by a majority of States by April 1913, after which the
Federal Reserve Act of 1913 was made possible in
December 1913! The account of Pilgrims Society
member Alden W. Freeman, son of a treasurer of

Standard Oil Company, and how he spearheaded the
drive for the perverse 17th Amendment, is free access at
www.silvermarketnewsonline.com/articles/SilverPriceFi
xing_Savoie022415.pdf
29) A declaration in support of competing currencies is
needed.
30) No Federal or State VAT (value added tax) on any
precious metals; gold, silver, platinum, palladium,
rhodium bullion or coin.
31) Surplus State funds should be held in precious
metal ingots, silver especially if the price ratio is more
than 20 ounces of silver per single gold ounce. No
disposals of silver to any current or former Silver Users
Association members unless they are high price bidders.
32) End all capital gains taxes on precious metals! This
is a must for boosting them as competing currencies.
33) Penalties for burglary and robbery of precious
metals should be stiffened.
34) Texas should oppose any move to censor free
speech on the Internet.

35) No so-called “sanctuary cities” in Texas offering
safe haven to violent illegal aliens.
36) Begin to seriously reduce State government debt!
37) No forced Federal or State microchipping of
Americans.
38) Members of openly globalist groups should be
barred from becoming elected and/or appointed
officials of the State of Texas, including the World
Affairs Council of Dallas/Fort Worth, the San Antonio
and Austin World Affairs Council, the Council on Foreign
Relations, Committees on Foreign Relations, et al.
39) Texas Legislature and Governor should declare
against any North American Union objectives as these
are detrimental to Texas as a distinct political entity.
Crown loyalist, Pilgrims Society member Andrew
Carnegie conceived the North American Union idea, and
Pilgrims Society member John M. Cates Jr., who was
president of the Center for Inter-American Relations,
stated on page 558, Who’s Who in America, 19781979---

“I also believe strongly in international cooperation and
the stark necessity of a one world society without
national borders in the future.”
Cates was a director of the Bolivian Society and the Pan
American Society, the latter behind South American
central banking. He held decorations from Venezuela
and Panama. He was involved with the Organization of
American States, the United Nations, the State
Department, and was on the executive committee of
Wolf’s Head Society of Yale and a member of Yale
University Council.
40) The Pilgrims Society New York must be investigated
and forced to post rosters to public view, inasmuch as
they are the apex source for monetary subversion
afflicting America and have dragged us into two British
planned and sponsored World Wars to tip the balance
in favor of their Empire (“Commonwealth”). What is
the USA President doing in bed with this nearly
unknown organization linking us to Old World tyranny
and monetary subversion? Page 141 of the short run
2003 book, “The Pilgrims of the United States” features
this---

After Nixon joined this hellish thing, he closed the gold
window at the Treasury Department to foreigners and
through his Cost of Living Council, price capped
domestically mined silver at $1.61 the ounce! Are you
getting some clues as to why they want to corrupt the
Texas State Bullion Depository? On April 14, 1972, the
Cost of Living Council denied a request to exempt silver
from price controls. According to the Wall Street
Journal of April 14, 1972 (page 3)-“American Smelting & Refining Co. requested silver and
zinc exceptions, but the council ruled that removal of
price controls could lead to price increases with more
than a minimum inflationary impact.”
From the Bulletin of the English Speaking Union New York
Page 6, January 6, 2009 (one of the plethora of Pilgrims
Society front organizations) ---

On 1/26/2012, Worcester derided my findings about
The Pilgrims Society. He resides in Allington Castle
which he owns, started in the 1150’s by the 2nd Earl of
Surrey. Allington Castle was once owned by Lord
Romney, a possible relation of Mitt Romney, who has as
an ancestor King Edward I of England. To date, all USA
Presidents have roots to John Lackland, King John of
England (1199-1216) except Dutchman Martin Van
Buren. Trump has ancestry to King Edward III.
According to http://victuruslibertas.com/2016/06/if-allpresidents-are-related
“If anyone is still out there who thinks “elections” are
how the presidents get put into office, please explain
how all 44 U. S. presidents (some research will say with

the exception of only one, Martin Van Buren) are all
related. According to Burke’s Peerage, all 44 U. S.
Presidents have carried European royal bloodlines into
office- thereby all 44 being related.
34 of the 44 previous presidents have been direct
genetic descendants from just one person,
Charlemagne- the brutal eighth century King of the
Franks and 19 of them directly descended from King
Edward III of England. In fact, the presidential
candidate with the most royal genes has won every
single American election.”
King Edward III of England (AD 1327-1377) is the 19 th
great grandfather shared by Hillary Clinton and Donald
Trump!
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/aug/25
/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-are-related-genealogy/
The Pilgrims Society is a Royalist organization!
The world’s top financiers are below them!
www.pilgrimsociety.org/speeches/worcesterSpeech.pdf
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